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Chapter 1

CAM Index - Amigaguide Version

1.1 Domestic Utilities

CAM #22 Utilite Domestiques

Demonstration of TVText - a titling package.

Unpack

CAM #62 Utilite Domestiques

MFF_demo, ProWrite_demo, Scheme

Unpack

CAM #63 Utilite Domestiques

FontAssign, GraphicDump, Lions20, PostScript

Unpack

CAM #161 Utilités domestiques

CheckMemo, MemoPad, RIM-5

Unpack

CAM #166 Utilités domestiques

8pus, ATI, ClickDos, demorun, DiskSalv_v1.3, eq, Float, MachII_v2.4c,
NewZAP_v3.18, Play8SVX, QuickView, Shell_v2.10, ShowAnim_v5.3,
showfont, ShowPrint_II, UD, XiconII
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Unpack

CAM #169 Utilités domestiques

Amigadex, Clerk_v3.0, GPrint_v2.03, LabelBaseV1, ListMakerV4.2,
Printer, QuadPrint, Spaces, VirusX_v2.0

Unpack

CAM #180 Utilités domestiques

AutoIconOpen, Files_v1.2, Ledger_v1.0, Spectrogram, Storage_v3.0,
SuperView_v2.0, TalkVoice, TES, typewriter

Unpack

CAM #184 Utilités domestiques

Amigantt_v2.01, bdiff, DiskPerfa, Edimap, ELCC_v3.3, FastDisk_v1.5,
LaserWriterFilter, PubCat_v1.4, pyro, Storage, WBLace_v3.0

Unpack

CAM #192 Utilités domestiques

AlphaStat, DiskSalv_v1.32, GfxMem_vA.6, HandyIcons->1.3, Ruler_v3.0,
SetFont_v2.5, Snip_v1.3, StockChart_v2.01, UltraPaint, wrap, Zippy_v2.5

Unpack

CAM #244 Utilités domestiques

DietAid_v3.1, EasyBanker_v1.0, FoodConverter, GfxLabels_v1.0,
Iconmerger, KeyClick, Loan1.4, Textra, TinyLoan, TitlePage

Unpack

CAM #255 Utilités Domestiques

AllocMaster_v1.17, DivideZero, ExtractFont_v1.2, free, Freeze, Isam,
Maze, mq, Pretty_v3.0, RexxArpLib_v2.2, Scanner_v1.0, SetCPU_v1.5,
Shell_v3.03a, SystemInfoDisplay_v2.0

Unpack
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CAM #256 Utilités Domestiques

CassetteLabel, CreditBook, FloppyLR, flush, fonz, GhostScript_v1.2,
QMouse_v1.6, SimGen, Workbench_Control, XAD_v1.0

Unpack

CAM #264a&b Utilités Domestiques

butils, ISpell, RomanConvert, Stevie, Uemacs_v3.10, UnixUtil

Unpack disk A

Unpack disk B

CAM #270 Utilités Domestiques

UltraCard_Browser

Unpack

CAM #276 Utilités Domestiques

Az_v1.40, Clerk_v3.4, horloge, InfoChange_v1.0, LoadFL, Mkddir,
Most_v1.26, ND_Kate, Pref, PrepHelper, QED_v1.0_beta_0.19, SmallMore,
topp

Unpack

CAM #289 Utilités Domestiques

Resource_v3.20, Uedit_v2.5a

Unpack

CAM #296 Utilités Domestiques

AmiGantt_v3.0, Backup_v2.04, DDir, DST_v1.05, HeadClean_v2.0, MrPrint,
MuchMore_v1.8, NeuralLabDemo, PCopy_v2.0, popwin, WeatherGraph

Unpack

CAM #301 Utilités domestiques
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AIndex, ASimplex_v1.5, hyperhelp, MRBackup_v3.3d

Unpack

CAM #316 Utilités domestiques

DF, EtaleFileReader, frag, Liner_v1.32, LookFor_v1.0, NewZap_v3.20,
Show_Disk, Video_Librarian, WB_Res_v1.1

Unpack

CAM #321 Utilités domestiques

Calendar, GraphX, MultiSelect, NazCron_v1.02, RoadRoute, VBR, WBShadow,
With, WorldDataBank

Unpack

CAM #330 Utilités domestiques

BankNote, Cal-Pal, MicroCosm_v1.3, PennyWise

Unpack

CAM #350 Utilités domestiques

DClock

A "Dumb Clock" utility that displays the date and time in the Workbench
screen title bar. Uses only about 2 percent of the CPU time and about
10Kb of memory. Includes source. Author: Olaf Barthel

DEdit_v2.01

DEdit is a Disk Editor that will edit sectors on any disk device that
uses 512 byte sectors, Floppy drives, RAD:, and hard drive using the
FastFileSystem. Author: Mike Ruble

DiskSpeed_v3.0

A disk speed testing program specifically designed to give the most
accurate results of the true disk performance of the disk under test.
Automatically updates and maintains an ASCII database of disk results
for tested disks. This is version 3.0, an update to version 2.0, with
some source code cleanups and stress tests for CPU and DMA. Includes
source in C. Author: Michael Sinz

IconMaster_v2.0
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This program is an icon editor. You can load icons by clicking from
the workbench, or from a directory listing. EAch icon is shown in its
selected and unselected state, and various editing tools are available.
Binary only. Author:John Scheib

IRA

Allows easy calculation of future values of investment. Enter the
beginning investment value, annual percentage rate, annual deposit
amount, and number of years, to compute the future value.Version 2.0,
includes source. Author: Joel Swank

Members_v1.0

This program is designed to be used by Amiga Computer Clubs It allows
the user to:

1. Add, Modify, and Delete Member related information
2. Search for Member Information
3. Sort by Last Name, Expiration Date, Model, or Zip Code
4. Print a variety of reports for club use
5. Print Mailing Labels for Current Members.

Binary only. Author:Lorraine Crawford

MRBackup_v3.4

A hard disk backup utility that does a file by file copy to standard
AmigaDOS floppy disks. Includes an intuition interface and file
compression. This is version 3.4, an update to version 3.3e. Binary
only. Author:Mark Rinfret

wbsheet_v1.06

This is Version 1.06 of the SpreadSheet called WebSpread. The program
is compiled in BASIC and is a update to a previous version distributed
on a 1987 JumpDisk. Binary only. Author:Brad Webb

SmallCal

’SmallCal’ is a little program that opens a small window on the
WorkBench screen and displays the calendar for the current month.
Using the arrow gadgets or the boxes labeled "MO:" and "YR", the
calendar can be changed to any month and year. Executable from CLI
only. Binary only. Author:Griff Jackson

Unpack

CAM #371 Utilités Domestiques

badger_v1.01

Reminder program for your startup-sequence. Badger will open a window
and display any important events that are ’due’. Badger will not
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bother you if there is nothing to report. Events are entered via menu
and prompts. Binary only, shareware. Author: George Kerber

CassEti

Cassette tape label printer. Includes source in GFA Basic. Author:
Thorsten Ludwig

CheckMate_v2.0

Checkbook accounting program. Include source in basic, Author: Sam
Reynolds

DisSecretary

disSecretary is a program which allows you to organize data items
(comprised of ascii text) into a "file cabinet" environment. Such
applications include:

1). Maintaining a disk catalog
2). Keeping track of club memberships (especially with SIGs)
3). Organizing checks, bills, and receipts
4). Cataloging compact disc, magazine, and video tape collections

Binary only, Author: Dissidents

IE_v1.0

This is an icon editor which can create and modify icons up to 640x200
pixels in size (also dual render). It can set stack size, position of
icon (also free-floating), default tool, 10 tool types and control over
opened window. It can also generate the C source code behind the icon
for program inclusion. Version 1.0, binary only, source available from
author. Author: Peter Kiem

MagazineManager_v2.01

MagMan is a Magazine Article Manager. This program was originally
called MAGGREP, since it grew out of my experimentation with the GREP
utility. I’ve change the name for purely aesthetic reasons. Include c
source, author: Mike Budahn

Unpack

CAM #391: Utilités domestique.

AmigaUser

This is the 7th mailing of the AmigaUsers Compendium List. The idea of
this list is to provide a database of users with a common background of
the Amiga. Having your name on the list shows others your interests on
the Amiga and the possibility of being able to help others out. The
current list now has 128 names. Include source, author: Trevor
Paquette
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Fortune_v2.04c

A port of the UN*X fortune program and associated utilities. Source
code and over 3300 fortunes included., Version 2.0 runs from 120 to
290% faster and the ability to add/change color to the lines of the
displayed fortunes. Author: George Kerber.

IsToday_v1.0

IsToday compares [day] with the system clock’s "Day of Week" and sets
the CLI return code as follows: no match - 0 (Ok) match - 5 (WARN)
error -20 (FAIL) Includes sources BM & M2 Modula, author: David Czaya

MetConv Metric

Conversion program. Binary only, author: Glenn S. Kauffman

MRBackup_v4.0b

A hard disk backup utility that does a file by file copy to standard
AmigaDOS floppy disks. Includes an intuition interface and file
compression. This is version 4.0b, an update to version 3.4. Include
new look (NEXT), new status window, multi floppy support, New Filter
Files, Compression, Buffer Size Gadget Binary only, Author: Mark
Rinfret

PrintHandler

A custom PRT: driver which offers easy single sheet support as well as
limited data spooling. Version 1.6, an almost entirely rewritten
update to version 1.1. Includes source in ’C’. Author: Olaf Barthel

RoadRoute_v1.5

Revision of trip planner program to find "best road route" between any
two points of travel. The user is encouraged to customize files CITIES
and ROADS to suit travel interests This is version 1.5, an update to
the original version, and makes provision for very large city menus and
itineraries. You might like to use files (Mayes/Delzer). Also
includes RoadScan, a checker for RoadRoute files (CITIES and ROADS).
Very large files may contain goofs (cities with no roads, the same road
entered twice, etc.), or oddities (direct road not as fast as
multipoint). These are pointed out, together with areas where users
might wish to make economies in the data base. Includes source in C.
Author: Jim Butterfield

Today_v1.0

This program contains a database of files telling important historical
events for each day of the year. It can be placed in your startup
sequence and will give you the important dates on the current day
whenever you boot your Amiga, or it can display them upon command. The
database can be edited to include events important to you. Binary
only, author: Jon Radoff

WhatIs_v1.2a
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This utility gives you all useful information it can obtain from the
file. WHATIS recognizes IFF files, object files and executables
(hunks), Aztec object files, crunched data files (with the
PowerPacker), archives like ZOO, ARC and ArcFiles (my own archiver),
UUEncoded files, .info files, Lattice PGTB files and Warp files (disk
warper). In addition it will print all system information for this
file. If you specify a device or directory instead of a file, you get
more system information. If WHATIS doesn’t recognize your file, it
will check if the file could be ASCII. Binary only, author: J.
Tyberghein

Unpack

CAM #396:Utilités domestique

’Liner_v2.0

A Shareware outliner program. Version 2.00 of ’Liner now supports
multiple lines per number and two-way ARexx port. Include C source,
Author: Dave Schreiber

AmiGantt

Version 3.00.06 of AmiGantt project management software with many bug
fixes from 3.00.00. Binary only, author: Donald R. Tolson Version
3.00.04 -- January 5, 1990

This version, which includes version 3.00.03 (not officially released)
fixes a number of problems with the screen refresh of the Pert and
Resource Windows. Now, they redraw themselves properly when they are
resized. The page numbers are now properly incremented when there is
more than one page of the Task Listing. A problem with the Task Window
display was causing the Title line (which) shows the Task #) to ’colour
cycle’ has been corrected. Since there are major problems with the
Open() function in arp 1.3 conflicting with the DOS Open(), I’ve
changed the program to notify the user that they have not properly
installed ARP 1.3 and then abort.

Version 3.00.05 -- January 21, 1990

A bug which would cause the program to go into ’hyperspace’ when a task
was accidently included as its own dependency, has been corrected.
AmiGantt will now ignore this entry.

MSH_v1.30s

An Amiga file system handler that handles MSDOS formatted diskettes.
Version "1.30" (Release 1 patch 3). You can use files on such disks in
almost exactly the same way as you use files on native AmigaDOS disks.
This is a fully functional, read/write version, that supports 8, 9, or
10 sector disks of 80 tracks, and should also work on 40 track drives
and hard disks with 12 or 16 bit FAT of any dimension the FAT allows.
Update to version "1.5" (Release 1). Includes source. Author: Olaf
Seibert
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Unpack

CAM #411a & b: Utilités domestiques

addbook_V1.4

This program is to search a data file for a pattern and then display
the name, address and phone number for that person. Binary only,
author: Simon Raybould

LabelPrint_v3.5

A program that allows you to easily print labels for your disks. This
is version 3.5, an update to version 3.0. Shareware, binary only
(source available from author). Author: Andreas Krebs

MortCalc

Mortgage calculator with all the trimmings. Calculate payments, rate,
period, balance, and principal. Sends results to printer. Binary
only: Author: Michel Laliberté

NorthGate

Keymap for Northgate OmniKey Ultra keyboard on the Amiga. Also
includes assembly source, handy for creating your own keymaps. Author:
pseudonym "BaudMan"

StockChart_v2.16

Stock market charting program for performing technical analysis.
High/low/ close/volume graphs--6 months or 2 1/2 years. Draw trend
lines. Moving averages. Put-Call ratio graphs. Advance-decline
lines. Semi-automatic data entry. Stock market charting program for
performing technical analysis. Binary only, author: David A. Wizda

TextPlus_v2.2E

A word processor for the Amiga, English versions only. TextPlus
enables you to write letters, books, programs etc. in a very easy and
comfortable way. Version 2.2, include C sources, Author: Martin
Steppler V2.2E 06.08.1990 - The old file-requester has been replaced by
Justin’s PATHMASTER.

- The block-opearations mark, copy, delete, and delete mark can now
directly be executed with the mouse. (--> III)

- The keymap has almost entirely changed. Now you can delete single
words, or skip them, move blocks to the left or right etc...

- Iconfy
- Backup-mode for saving files from overwriting them.
- Some new gadgets. Just have a look at the right border! Wow, 8-)
- Smaller enhancements (e.g. the main window now starts 1 pixel lower

than before. So you can easily switch back to the WB-screen.)
- TextPlus creates an own process. You no longer need to type ’run

TextPlus’ to start it the background.
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V2.1E 01.05.1990

- TP opens an own screen.
- A mouse-click now positions the cursor.
- Blocks are now formatted correctly. (When encountering spaces while
formatting TP doens’t get confused anymore.)

- 2 bugs of the load-loop have been eliminated
- Command sequence in letters are no longer handled as regular

characters.
- The suffix ".txp" needn’t to be typed anymore, in order to load a

letter correctly.
- Busy-wait-loop deleted. (How did it get in my program 8-( ?)

JBcalc

This loan payment calculator can be operated entirely from Workbench.
The only thing you have to type is the numbers involved in the loan to
be studied. It does not include escrow, insurance, etc., but works
only on the loan - and reports total amount to be paid in both
principal and \interest for the life of the loan. Binary only, Author:
Unknow

dme_1.42

DME is an editor designed mainly for programmers. Although it is not a
word processor, it does include many word processing features such as
Word-Wrap and automatic paragraph formatting. Include C sources,
author: Matt Dillon V1.42

- keyboard macro routines accept foreign characters (> ascii code
127)

- bug fix to $variable stuff when ’variable’ does not exist
- bug fix to split
- bug fix to join
- COL command enhanced (now w/ +col and -col for relative movement)
- new special vars: $margin, $modified, $currentline
- new commands UNDELINE, MODIFIED, JUSTIFY, UNJUSTIFY, TITLE
- cosmetic changes to arp requester

V1.41 HOPEFULLY STABLE

- Recompiled with fixes and new DICE version

PrintStudio_v1.2

Very nice intuition-based general purpose print utility that prints
text with a variety of options. Prints several graphic formats with
yet more options. Print any part of a picture, print screens and
windows, save screens and windows as IFF files, modify color palettes,
change printing parameters and lots more! Version 1.2, binary only,
shareware. Author: Andreas Krebs

SPrint_v2.0

SPrint 2.0 is a small utility (approximately 10k) that will allow you
to do all of those fancy things you always wanted to with your printer
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without having to enter cryptic control sequences no matter which
program you’re using to print with! No, SPrint isn’t going to turn
Word Perfect into a WYSIWYG word processor, but it will save you lots
of hassle while printing out your Read_Me files from the CLI or
printing source code with your favorite text editor. Binary only,
author: Jonathan Horne

UEdit_v2.6a

Uedit for Workbench 2.0 and 1.3x is a completely configurable editor
that has been available for the amiga since 1985. C like command
language, ARexx, Key- Help, HyperText, 3 button mouse support, can
emulate any other editor, customiz-able menus, multiple files, split
screens, selectable fonts and many other powerful features. Uedit is
also available for MS-DOS. Shareware binary only, author: Rick Stiles

Unpack disk A

Unpack disk B

CAM #425: Utilités domestique

FontManager_v1.0

FontManager will present you with a requester that lists all of the
fonts in your current fonts: directory. You can select any font and
it will show you a sample in your choice of plain, bold, italicised,
etc., and will also let you choose other Fonts: directories as well.
Really nice program. Who can remember ALL those fonts!! Author:
Robert Salesas

HyperDialer

Database for names and addresses, full intuition interface.
Dynamically allocated, with configurable script startup file.
Iconifies to titlebar icon. Search, sort, insert, delete, full file
requesters. Uses modem to control dialing of multiple phone numbers.
Binary only, shareware, with source available from author. Author:
David Plummer

LoanCalc_v1.2

Entirely keyboard driven mortgage utility. Although similiar programs
exist, this one is unique in that it is designed to track ’Open’
mortgages that allow any size payment to be made at any time as well as
providing an amortization table for fixed mortgages with monthly,
semi-monthly, bi-weekly and weekly payment schedules. Version 1.2,
binary only. Author: Robert Bromley

PrintPlus_v1.1

IFF Print program, Multitasks very Well! This program was created by
one of my customers, he intended it for his own use but I encouraged
him to distribute it as it works well. View and or Print IFF pictures
of any supported resolution and palette. Author: Larry Smith
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resumemaker_v3

This program will provide a form in which you supply the information
needed for a good, short resume. It will then take that info and save
it to disk, or will print out the resume for you. A number of options
are offered. It is very simple to use.

spread_v1.01

Simple but useable spreadsheet program. I wrote this originally many
years ago (1983? not sure) for PDP-11. I ported it to the Amiga a few
years back, and have been using it occasionally since. I did add a
fair Intuition-ized interface that could use some improvement but still
it acts better than a lot of ports I’ve seen. Binary only, author:
Richard Krehbiel

WO_v1.0

An intuition-based address book that allows saving of data in normal or
password- encoded form. Version 1.0, includes partial source,
(password encoding routines not included) Author: Heinzelmann

X10

This software is designed to drive the X-10 CP290 home control
interface. The devices come from Radio Shack and are supplied with
software to run on an IBM or clone; this software runs it from an
Amiga. The device attaches to the serial port and works through house
wiring to control all kinds of home appliances, etc. Author: Ned
Kelly

Unpack

CAM #445: Utilités domestique

ADoc_v3.10

A freely redistributable help utility for the Amiga. Allows you to
have permanent help on any subject you want. Major feature is
automatic searching of the word on which you clicked. Includes a 50 Kb
help file (French only) on all Intuition and Dos function calls. This
is version 3.10, binary only, French and English versions. Author:
Denis GOUNELLE

AmiGantt_v4.0

A beta release of version 4.0 of AmiGantt - project management program.
This new release contains support for colour, ARexx, percentage use of
resources, and a whole bunch of other ’stuff’. You need arp.library
installed in the lib: directory to use this (until WB2.0 comes out for
the 1000 and 2000!!) I haven’t tried this on 2.0, so would appreciate
comments back either way. SHAREWARE

LabelBase_v3.1
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LabelBase is a mini database program. It will also print out your
records in label format, so it is useful for doing mailing lists (like
for Xmas)! You should have AT LEAST 512K to use this.. since the
records you enter are kept in RAM until you save the file to the disk.
This makes the program very quick! You can create files that will hold
up to 3,000 records, but, of course, this depends on the amount of RAM
you have. binary only, Author: Laura M. Young

RoadRoute_v1.6

Trip planner program to find "best road route" between any two points
of travel. Features include the user customization of CITIES and ROADS
files to suit travel interests and provision for very large city menus
and itineraries. Also includes RoadScan, a checker for RoadRoute files
(CITIES and ROADS). Very large files may contain goofs (cities with no
roads, the same road entered twice, etc.), or oddities (direct road not
as fast as multipoint). These are pointed out, together with areas
where users might wish to make economies in the data base. Version
1.6, an update to version 1.5, contain eropean roads, includes source.
Author: Jim Butterfield

WorldTime

This program will show you the time in 60 geographical locations around
the world. The times can be displayed 30 at once or individually.
Times for all locations are automatically calulated from the system
time in your computer. Runs from workbench icon or shell. Multitasks
extremely well. Check it out! Binary only, author: Frank A.
Baffoni, M. D.

Unpack

CAM #462a&b: Utilités Domestiques

CheckbookAccountant_v0.9

Checkbook Accountant V0.9 written by Jeffrey R. Almasol is intended to
be a companion to your regular hand written checkbook register.
Checkbook Accountant will help you balance your account, tracking bank
transactions and recording budget transactions.

DataEasy

A database program which includes a phone dialer, speech output, a
simple screen editor for making and modifying the database definitions,
a screen print function, form letter printing, sorting, searching, and
two small sample databases. Version 1.1, binary only, source available
from author. Author: J. Dale Holt

SiliconSecretary_v1.3

This is the absolute best bowling secretary’s program ever! Written by
Allen Maroney, and named Silicon Secretary, this is version 1.3. I
have used Silicone Secretary for three years now with great success and
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this last version is a dream. Allen has it set up to do absolutely
everything a league secretary could dream of, and then some! It’s
worth the DL time. Use it and send Allen the registration fee. Frank
Beagle

’Liner_v2.11

A shareware outliner whose function is to create outlines for notes or
export to other programs. ’Liner can save an outline as ASCII text,
and is clipboard compatible. Enhancements over the previous version
include support for ARexx, Workbench, overscanned screens, more than
one line of text per outline number, a preferences file, and
search/replace. Version 2.11, Includes C source. Author: Dave
Schreiber

AmyGen_v5.0

GENEALOGY ON DISPLAY This was a fairly easy port from the MS-DOS
version of the program. It was ported because there was nothing for
the Amiga that handled such a specialized database and at the request
of friends and family.

Unpack disk A

Unpack disk B

CAM #467 Utilités domestique

A_Gene

Demo version of a shareware genealogy database program. PAL version
has been distributed in Australia and England for some time.This NTSC
demo version is complete except that it is limited to 600 persons/300
marriages, does not support a text-editor or display pictures, does not
have color requester. 1M RAM required; printer helpful. Version 3.10.
Author: Mike Simpson

banner_v1.2

Banner Version 1.2 is a shareware program that allows you to print
those large Banners for Parties, special occations ect. Banner uses
your Amiga Fonts and will automaticlly select the largest point size
and expand it to the full page width. The Banner program can print in
either color or greyscale mode.

Cyrillic_font

Cyrillic (Russian) 12-point font. Author: Elaine and Timm Martin

DeluxeBeep

A little program that uses the exec SetFunction call to play a sound
sample of your choice whenever a program calls the Intuition
DisplayBeep routine. Includes source and instructions on how to
install your own sounds. Author: Jan van den Baard
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Post_v1.4

An excellent PostScript interpreter for the Amiga which implements the
full Adobe language. Supports type 1 and type 3 fonts, screen output,
file output, and printer output. Requires Arp library V39+ and ConMan
V1.3+. This is version 1.4, an update to version 1.3 Includes source
in C. Author: Adrian Aylward

TypingTutor

A simple typing tutor program which measures your typing speed and
adjusts the level of difficulty accordingly. Shareware, binary only.
Author: William Jordan

Unpack

CAM #498a&b Domestique divers

MRBackUp_v5.02a

A hard disk backup utility that does a file by file copy to standard
AmigaDOS floppy disks. Includes an intuition interface and file
compression. Version 5.02a, an update to version 3.4 This is probably
the last shareware distribution of MRBackUp, since he’s gone commercial
with it. Requires the ARP library. Shareware, binary only. Author:
Mark Rinfret

SC_v6.7

Source and executable for Simon J. Reybould’s port of sc, the public
domain Unix [tm] spreadsheet. Sc is a very useful tool, with quite a
few nice features. It isn’t very Amigafied; there are no menus, for
example. Also, the very latest version of sc on Usenet is 6.14.
Still, it gets the job done, which is what’s important, no?

BTNtape_v2.0

BTNtape is a "Better Than Nothing" SCSI tape device handler. It
provides flat-file access to a SCSI tape drive from application
programs using simple DOS calls to Read() and Write(). It can also be
used with the Amiga TAR utility for disk backups. It requires a
"SCSI-direct" compatible SCSI bus adapter. This is version 2.0, update
to version 1.0. It now supports many more tape drives, and includes
some new features. Include c source, author: Bob Rethemeyer

DiskPrint_v2.7

Prints labels for 3.5" disks, primarily for PD library disks. Label
data files can be loaded into memory so labels for most PD disks are
available after a few mouse- clicks. Features include three different
label sizes, default file, different label library functions, Amiga-
LibDisk contents read-in and easy handling. This is version 2.7.2, an
update to version 2.3.5b. Shareware, binary only. Author: Jan
Geissler
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houseinventory_v1.2

The Household Inventory Manager provides a convenient method for
recording and keeping track of your valuable household property.
Binary only, author: Hal Carter

HyperText

HT is a complete Amiga hypertext system. HT works with text files
which contain "links" to many other types of objects and media. HT has
been designed on and for the Amiga, and therefore takes advantage of
the unique features the Amiga provides. Binary only, author: Dominic
Giampaolo

Label‘er_v3.0

A label generation program for Epson compatible printers. Has both
English and German versions. This is version 3.0, binary only,
shareware, source available from author. Author: Siegfried Rings

Unpack disk A
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hypertext

HT is a Hypertext program for the Amiga which allows you to have links
in a text based document to graphics, sound, animation, music, other
text, and even programs. The real docs are included in the
Documentation directory, so look in there for more info on that sort of
thing. Binary only, author: Dominic Giampaolo

Post_v1.6

An excellent PostScript interpreter for the Amiga which implements the
full Adobe language. Supports type 1 and type 3 fonts, screen output,
file output, and printer output. Requires Arp library V39+ and ConMan
V1.3+. This is version 1.6, an update to version 1.5. You can use
POST with PPage to get faster printouts, or with programs such as
Excellence. Changes include:

Version defined as real number string in init.ps.
Define ISOLatin1 encoding vector.
New menu and error "kill".
New error name string library entry.
Pathbbox now meets level 2 spec.
Allow Encoding length less than 256.
Use .notdef for type 1 buildchar.
Increase $error dictionary size; move $error to systemdict.
Allow name operands to length operator.
New operator cleardictstack.
Change cvrs to correct spec.
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Bugs fixed: fast image positioning when ydir negative.

Author: Adrian Aylward

TextPlus3.0EN

A word processor for the Amiga, with both German and English versions.
TextPlus enables you to write letters, books, programs etc. in a very
easy and comfortable way. This version 3.0E include: V3.0E
(07.04.1991)

* multiple windows

* footnotes

* serial letters

* ARexx-port with 120 commands

* ANSI-compatible

* files crunched by PowerPacker can be loaded

* mapping of function keys

* menu for external applications or macros

* powerful block operations

* arbitrarily defined command-sequences may be sent to the printer
via par: or prt:

* automatic saving in time intervals

* auto-overscan

* many bugs have been removed

Binary only, author: Martin Steppler

Unpack disk A
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ami-check_v2.0

An easy to use, intuitive, friendly checkbook program. Allows you to
enter your checks in a very natural style, giving you a running balance
as you do so. Options include reconciling your checkbook, starting new
registers with outstanding checks only, printing all, cleared,
outstanding, or selected entries, and more. Version 2.0, shareware,
binary only, requires AmigaDOS 2.0. Author: Jeff Hoag

BizCalc_v1.1

BizCalc est une version très améliorée de MortCalc, publié dans la
collection Fred Fish (disque n\textdegree{} 385). Je lui ai donné un nouveau nom
parce que des utilisateurs croyaient que mon programme ne calcule que
des hypothèques, alors qu’il calcule tout genre de prêt, personnel ou
hypothécaire. Voici donc BizCalc, le calculateur de prêts à tout
faire! Binaire seulement, auteur: Michel Laliberté

Chi-Square

A program to calculate the Chi-Square statistic and p value from a data
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file. Include source in Basic, Author: C. Niederberger

ICalc_v1.0

An expression calculator that works with real and complex numbers, has
arbitrarily-named variables and user-defined functions, startup files
and more. Version 1.0, includes source. Author: Martin Scott

InputLock

An input handler to help Amiga users who have cats other pets (or
children) that mess with the Amiga as soon as it is left for a second.
It installs an input handler which lets you lock the keyboard and mouse
by pressing a few buttons. Very small, uses only 190 bytes of memory.
Version 1.0, includes source in assembler. Author: Preben Nielsen F:
MachIII_v3.2 A "mouse accelerator" program that also includes hotkeys,
features of sun mouse, clicktofront, popcli, title bar clock with a bbs
online charge accumulator, Arexx support and much more. Updates for
Workbench 2.0 have been added along with many fixes and new features.
This is version 3.1, an update to version 3.0. Binary only. Author:
Brian Moats and Polyglot software

MSClock_v1.3

A clock utility, which displays memory, date, time and online time (if
connected to another computer via modem) in the titlebar of the
WorkBench screen. This is version 1.3, includes source. Author:
Martin Steppler

ProMouse_v1.20

This is a small utility YES, this is another mouse accellerator but
unlike most others this one is Proportional. That is, this mouse acc.
goes farther as you go faster (or is that goes faster as you move
farther?). From what I understand this is the way the Mac mouse is and
is more natural. includes source in modula. Author: Robert Kozak

Stats_v2.0

A program to calculate common statistics results from a data file.
Include source in Basic. Author:

Stockchart_v2.18

Stock Market Technical Analysis Program Binary only, author: David A.
Wizda

Unpack
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bBaseII

A simple database program using an intuition interface. Stores, sorts,
and searches for information. Limited to 9 fields in each record.
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Features include fast sorting, search in any field, and best of all,
it’s really easy to use. Binary only. Author: Robert Bromley

DirectoryAssistance

Directory Assistance. Great new telephone directory program for the
Amiga. Features 2.0 look. Looks amazing! Binary only, author:
Pierre Fortin and Patrick Lalonde

InventoryManager_v1.3

I-MAN, the Inventory-MANager, is an easy to use home inventory program.
The program is amigaized with many pull down menus, gadgets, and
buttons. Keyboard equivalents have been added, where useful, and these
keyboard equivalents are mainly in the information entry screens.
Binary only, author: Jim Bryan

LoanCalc_v1.4

Keyboard and mouse driven mortgage utility. Although similar programs
exist, this one is unique in that it is designed to track ’Open’
mortgages that allow any size payment to be made at any time, as well
as providing a printed amortization table for fixed mortgages with
monthly, semi-monthly, bi-weekly and weekly payment schedules. This is
version 1.4, an update to version 1.2 . Binary only. Author: Robert
Bromley

NLCalc

A calculator program that uses the NL 3D look (see NLDaemon). It will
open on any screen at the touch of a function key. Version 3.1.2,
includes source. Author: Davide Cervone

Pauky_v1.2demo

Demo version of an English to German (and vice versa) word translation
trainer. Version 1.2, binary only. Author: David Wetzel

sqldb_v1.0alpha

SQL dababase with arexx support. Not all datatypes in standard,
Indexes, ORDER BY in SELECT query (All features associated with
multiple concurrent users, Views, Primary and foreign keys, Domains and
UNION, INTERSECT, etc) , are not yet implemented in alpha version
Binary only. Author: Kyle Saunders
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CDStore_v1.6

CDStore1.6! Compact Disk Database/Record tracker. 3D Interface,
completely mouse driven. Has many features including Print/Preview
with different print formats. If you have a large library of CDs...
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This will help keep track of what you have! Enjoy! binary only.
Author: John Lullie

GearCalc

A bicycle gear ratio calculator. Version 2.0, binary only. Author:
Ed Bacon

PicBase_v0.36

PicBase: An IFF Picture DataBase Program V0.36. Fully functional
(such as it is) shareware. Requires 2.0 or Arp. Includes a sample
data file, although the sample images are not included. Binary only,
author: Mike Berro

RoadRoute_v1.7

A program that determines from a user modifiable data base, the
shortest and fastest routes between two cities. Includes a coarse and
a detailed data set and a program, RoadScan, for examining the contents
of large RoadRoute data files. This is version 1.7. Includes source.
Author: Jim Butterfield

VideoStore_v1.2

VideoStore1.2! Video/Movie Database-Tracker! Has many features as
well as Print/Preview screen with different printing formats. This
program is almost the same as "CDStore" but dedicated to storing
Movie/Video info. binary only. Author: John Lullie

WBfed_v0.91

Beta version 0.91 of a 2.0 font editor (color fonts too). Requires
2.04 of the OS. Very capable and good looking font editor. Binary
only. Shareware by Patrick Clark

Unpack
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BizCalc_v1.2

A do-it-all user friendly loan calculator that calculates weekly and
biweekly loans. Can generate amortization tables to the screen, to the
printer, or to a file. Uses menus, bottons, or keyboard commands, and
iconifies. Has six decimal precision option and more. This is version
1.2, an update to version 1.1. Binary only. Author: Michel Laliberte

CheckbookAccountant_v2.0

Checkbook Accountant is a checkbook recording, balancing, budgeting,
and analyzing program. Intended to be used as a companion to a
checkbook register and not as a replacement, this program offers a
simple way of balancing check-books, tracking bank transactions, and
recording and analyzing budgeted transactions. This is version 2.0, an
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update to version 0.9. Some of the new features include: Sort, Move,
Duplicate, Program Prefs, Reoccurring Transaction Groups, Statistics,
and Search & Replace. AmigaDOS 1.3 or Release 2 required. Binary
only. Author: Jeffrey R. Almasol

HomeManager_v1.0

Productivity program with phone and address book, calculator,
budget/balance sheet, calendar utility, grocery list and credit card
database. All in one program! Note: This is a mostly functional DEMO
version.

autocentre_v1.0

AutoCentre to the rescue: AutoCentre is a 2.0 only program that wedges
into the Intuition OpenScreen and OpenScreenTagList Library Vectors (in
a sensible manner) and attempts to centre any new screen as it is
opened by adjusting the leftedge parameter in the newscreen structure.
Author: Colin Bell

CheckPrt

A small program for checking the presence of a parallel printer from
within a script file.This version also includes two small tools to test
the state of some lines of the printer port, to make it easier to find
the source of printer problems. Binary only. Author: Tom Kroener

DataEasy_v1.3

An easy-to-use data base program which includes a phone dialer, speech
output, a simple screen editor for making and modifying the database
definitions, a screen print function, form letter printing, sorting,
searching, and two small sample databases. Version 1.3, an update to
version 1.1. Binary only, source available from author. Author: J.
Dale Holt

FoodProcessor_v1.5

FoodProcessor! Grocery List Construction/Application, with Recipe
Database. Many Features with just about every grocery item you can
think of. Add recipe portions right to the grocery list with a click,
coupon markers etc... Sharware. NOTE: Functional, yet crippled DEMO

PBlanker_v1.3

An ultra tiny Screen-Blanker/Mouse-Blanker/Mouse-Accelerator thingy.
Is about 700 bytes and doesn’t have to be RUN. Version 1.3, includes
assembly source. Author: Paul Hayter

StockWiz_v1.0

Stock market charting program: price-volume graphs, draw trend lines,
two moving averages, put-call ratio graphs, advance-decline lines,
import/export data from/to ASCII files, great user interface NOTE: Not
fully 2.0 compatible

WBRun
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A RunBack style program which use parm.library. Runs programs in WB
mode from any CLI. Programs are fully detached. The program you run
must support WB startup. Includes source in C. Authors: Sylvain
Rougier, Pierre Carrette

WFile_v1.10

Small but useful tool to interchange ASCII files between different
operating systems. Converts foreign symbols and adapts linefeed codes.
Can also be used to expand tabs to multiple spaces or vice versa. It
has builtin templates for interchange between the Amiga, MS-DOS and
UNIX. Profiles can be used for common adaptions. Version 1.10,
includes source in C. Author: Joerg Fenin / Metalworx

Yow

Yow is a program that will give you sayings of Zippy the Pinhead from
the CLI. It also contains source code for the program. An incomplete
file of yowlines is included. Zippy was an underground comic book
character from the 1960s.
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24_WB_Patterns

Here are 24 more patterns for Workbench 2.0. I have included the icons
so that you can simply double-click them from Workbench while deciding
which ones you want to use (or not use). Some of these patterns look
good on an interlaced screen, while others look best on a
non-interlaced screen. Most of the patterns only use 2 colors.
Designed by Chris Bailey.

Badger_2.05a

Reminder program for your startup-sequence. Badger will open a window
and display any important events that are ’due’. Badger will not
bother you if there is nothing to report. Events are entered via menu
and prompts. This is version 2.05a, an update to version 2.01e.
Includes many new features such as event editing and automatic holiday
notification. Shareware, binary only. Author: George Kerber

Day2Day_v1.0

A small program which can calculate the number of days between two
dates. Very useful, if for example, you want to know how many days you
have been alive. This is version 1.0. Includes source in assembler.
Author: Preben Nielsen

DrawMap_v3.1
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Release 3.1 of a program for drawing representations of the Earth’s
surface. This release generates maps in any combination of 16 colors
with full user palette control, larger map files with national
boundaries, faster generation of box and globe views, an improved
online Help facility, provision for saving and printing displays, and
general tightening of the source code. Accelerated version requiring a
68020 CPU and 68881 FPU also provided. Full source code included.
Requires 1.2 megabytes of memory. Update to version 2.25d. Author:
Bryan Brown.

FontList

Prints a list of the fonts in the FONTS: device to the printer.
Prints name, available sizes and some text using the specified font.
Includes source in Modula II. Author: Robert Brandner

KenIcons

Two collections of high-quality, consistently designed icons for the
Amiga Workbench. The color collections will require an 8 color
Workbench (i.e. Workbench 2.0). The black and white collections are
useable on any normal 4 color Workbench. One set of icons is based on
the icons supplied with the GEM windowing system, and the other set is
modeled after the icons on a Silicon Graphics Personal Iris. A bonus
set of ray-traced icons is included. Author: Kenneth Jennings

LabelMaker_v1.5

Allows you to create fancy, full sized, colored labels for 3.5" floppy
disks. Version 1.5, includes source. Author: Stefan G. Boldorf

wbfed_v0.93

WBFed 0.93, a workbench font editor for 2.0. Version .93 supports
color fonts. Shareware by Patrick F. Clark,
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CDCat_v1.0

CDCat, the compact disc database, is written by John M. Meyers. CDCat
is a simple database with many features including : 999 entry
capability. Eight datafields per entry Artist, Album, Year, Tracks,
Label, Catalog Number, Number of discs in set, Comment Search
capability by field with wildcard support. Comprehensive sorting
function sorts the list TWICE by two user-chosen criteria. Built in
view window allows user to see many entries at once. View window also
supports non-proportional fonts of all [reasonable] sizes. Output mode
to dump list of entries to file (or printer) User-definable formatting
for output and view window functions. Preferences feature to change
settings, and save them. Smaller than 27K. (Can be compressed to
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fewer than 15 kilobytes) Of course, CDCat is 2.0 compatible.

CurrencyConvert_v1.5

It is an exchange rate conversion program written by Ian Steuart.

FullView_v3.03

FullView is a text viewer that offers fast, smooth-scrolling ANSI
compatible text displays. Author: Jonathan Potter

Icons

This is a collection of 4-color icons specifically created for
Workbench2.0.

Icons2

Another collection of 4-color icons for Workbench2.0.

Looker_v1.5

LOOKER V1.5! The LATEST!! For WB2.0 Users. File Search Utility with
Graphic User Interface! Many More Features! - Report Window now
w/Iconic Path View & File Info, Opens Shell into found files Path,
Sort, Save, Print, Copy, Move, Delete, Prefs Set-up, Zoom window,
Snapshot Window Positions and more! Fast and Reliable. ShareWare
version w/some options disabled.

MI-M2I!_v1.1

This program allows you to convert Mac format Type 1 fonts into IBM
format for use in PageStream and POST (special naming options for
both). Quick and easy to use interface; mouse driven. Gang conversion
of an entire directory of fonts with a single click of the mouse.
Handles AFM files too. This is version 1.1; fixes to path checking
problems and changes to POST naming conventions.

Processor_v1.7

FoodProcessor! Grocery List Construction/Application, with Recipe
Database. Many Features with just about every grocery item you can
think of. Add recipe portions right to the grocery list with a click,
coupon markers etc... Sharware. NOTE: Functional, yet crippled DEMO

WorldTime_v1.31

WorldTime is a clock with a difference. It can show you the time in
any city in the world, with 84 cities displayed at once. Author:
Jonathan Potter

Zecons

76 beautiful 16 color icons for use with WB 2.0. If you use WB 2.0
these icons can really spruce up your screen! While specifically
designed for 16 color mode, they also work well in 4 or 8 color mode.
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Addresser_v1.0

A small name, address and phone number filer that supports mail
merging, auto dialing (with a modem), searching and label printing.
Quite handy for keeping mailing lists. This is version 1.0, binary
only. Author: Jeff Kelly

BonAppetit_v1.0

This program can manage your recipe database. You can search the
database for recipes by name, by ingredient used, and by several other
means. The search is very fast, and you have a number of options for
the search. When you find the recipe you want, you can send it to the
screen or to the printer. Very flexible, easy to use. Author: Bruce
Shor

Brazil_Flags

The United Nations Evironmental Conference will be held shortly in
Brazil, South America. The United States of Brazil consists of 22
states and one Federal District. Each state has it’s own distintive
flag, some of the very nicely designed. This collection of hires pages
(four of them) presents the flags of Brazil. Hope you enjoy them and
add them to your collection of flags I have provided over the years.
Steve Stringfellow

Europe_Flags

Here are six pages of flags of Europe. These flags are up-to-date
(While changes are rapidly occuring within the Soviet Union, lack of an
outcome has made this not possible to include.) Each flag is drawn in
correct proportion as designated by the user country. In each case, if
the government flag is different from the general usage flag.

TheGuru_v2.0

A program every Amiga fan should have. Puts the guru back in Kickstart
2.0. A comeback you will not want to miss. New features include
support for virtual and public screens, editing of phonemes and a full
gadtools interface. Version 2.0, an update to version 1.0. Requires
AmigaDOS 2.0. Binary only. Author: Nico Francois
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bBaseII_v5

A simple database program using an intuition interface. Stores, sorts
and searches for information. Limited to 9 fields in each record.
Features include fast sorting, search in any field, and best of all,
it’s really easy to use. This is version 5, an update to version 1,
and is much improved. Binary only. Author: Robert Bromley
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CalorieBase_v1.1

A program designed to provide a caloric and fat count for recipes which
do not provide this information. It can also quickly give the calories
for a specific food or total the calories you consume throughout the
day. Version 1.1, binary only. Author: Mike Richan

CustomHelp

CH (Custom Help) is designed to provide an easily displayable help
window with information supplied and organized by the user. This is
especially useful for those shareware and public domain programs (such
as CH) that provide all their documentation on disk. By breaking down
a large file into pages you can have menus and sub-menu that allow you
easy access to the document. Shareware by Bill Fritz

DiskPrint_DEMO_v3.4.3

Prints disk labels (for 3.5" and 5.25" disks), primarily for FD library
disks, with the ability to create, handle, load and save label library
files so labels for most FD disks are available after a few mouse
clicks. Features include different label sizes, intuition based
directory-read-in, label library functions and multiple print of any
label or FD disk serie. Works fine with every printer connected to the
parallel port and AmigaOS 1.2/1.3/2.0. This is version 3.4.3, an
update to version 3.1.2. Both English and German versions. Shareware,
binary only. Author: Jan Geissler

Extractor_v1.0

Extractor is a powerful utility that lets you perform operations that
are essential to using any network for data/file transfer. When a
binary file is sent through a network it must first be processed into
ASCII format. Since a binary file may contain unreadable characters, a
special process called UUencoding is done. This process turns the
binary file into a file of readable (but gibberish) characters.
UUdecoding is the inverse process to return an encoded file back into
its original state. Extractor does both UUencoding and UUdecoding. In
addition, large files may be split into parts for tranfer along the
network. Extractor will decode these multiple parts back into original
form for you. In addition to the UU form of encoding/decodng,
Extractor will also do XXencoding/decoding. XX is a special form that
is used to transfer files between certain Bitnet configurations.
Whereas a UUencoded file contains characters like @, * and !, XX
doesn’t. The only allowable characters are the 52 upper and lowercase
letters, and the plus and minus signs (+ -).

Fass_v1.02

A program which lets you reassign the FONTS: directory at the touch of
a few keys without having to use the CLI. Version 1.02, includes
source. Author: Jan van den Baard

FindDisk_v3.3

This is a disk catalogger utility. It allows catalogging by either
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disk or directory, allows searches by word, character, etc with case
sensitivity as an option. In this Archive there are versions 2.3 and
3.3. FindDisk3.3 is now has the "new look" and proper pen color under
WB1.x and WB2.x. 2.3 is completely CLI oriented, while 3.3 has an
intuition interface as well as CLI compatibility. The data files are
compatible between both versions. Author: Ross MecGregor

MenuLock_v1.01

A program that lets you "lock" the menu strip of a window at the touch
of a few keys, making it easier to browse the menu without accidentally
selecting anything. Version 1.01, includes source. Author: Jan van
den Baard

MSCalendar_v1.10

A little calendar utility and a MClk-like MemoryClock in one program.
It works fine with KickStart 2.0. Includes both English and German
versions. This is version 1.10, includes source. Author: Markus
Stipp

MultiDos_v1.12

This program is very similar to MSH, but was written by a different
author. You install an MS-DOS driver in the devs: directory, mount
your drives as MS-DOS drives, and then read either AmigaDOS or MS-DOS
disks in the same drive. Author: Kjell H. Didricksen

Seeker_v1.2

Seeker is basically a means of tracking down a file that you know you
have somewhere on that jumbled, disorganized hard drive (or floppy, or
whatever) of yours. You can specify a where to search and what to
search for, and can perform several operations on the results. Seeker
is currently written using CanDo v1.5. By Don Lloyd

sqldb_v1.0alpha2

Yet another ALPHA release of SQLdb. Handling of deleted rows has
changed, which speeds things up. This caused .cdf file format change.
Hopefully it will be the last, but I can’t guarantee it. Just LOAD
TABLE table-name, and CLOSE TABLE table-name, and everyone should be
happy. Many memory leaks fixed when there are error in the SQL
statement. Documentation files have changed a little. New filenames.
Please delete the old file. Documentation sucks. Tell me what you
would expect to see in an equivalent commercial product. As little or
as great a detail as you care to go.

Textra_v1.11

TEXTRA is a text editor with many features. It has AREXX support, and
comes with a number of AREXX scripts. It can wrap text at any
specified length, for instance, using an AREXX script. It is
enforcer-free under 2.04. Author: Mike Haas

Unpack disk A
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AGMS*Film

AGMSMakeFilm combines multiple IFF pictures and sound files into one
big uncompressed film file. AGMSPlayFilm plays the film on a custom
screen with stereo sound and forwards / backwards! / speed control.
Unlike ANIM5 cartoons, the uncompressed format lets you do animation
with camera moves, lighting changes and other "whole scene" effects
that would bog down ANIM5. Dec. 23 1991 version. Requires ARP
library. Binary only, author: Andy Thut

CassetteCoverPrinter_v1.1

Cassette Cover Printer V1.1 is a program to make cassette labels. It
produces either the usual ASCII-character-labels or a source-text that
can be fed to LaTeX. Written in Maxon’s Kick-Pascal, source included.
Author: Jvrn Clausen

GodelCalc_v0.01

Godel Calc is a simple spreadsheet program that allows multiple sheets
to be open at once (up to 20). Each sheet can have references to the
other sheets (which get automatically loaded if done correctly).
Binary only, author: Jamie Mueller

NBView_v1.0

This is a freely redistributable viewer for notebooks created with our
new NoteBook product. Contains everything you need to view any
notebook of any length. Author: Black Belt.

Ptype_v2.3

Ptype - TYPE TO THE PRINTER Used with AMIGA, MSDOS, and UNIX to:

- Print a source program with line numbers and page headings
- Type a letter or a documentation file (any ASCII file)
- Convert files: tabs to spaces, convert CR-LF to LF.
- Print many copies such as postcards

CHANGE FOR V2.3

- Allow wild cards in the file pathnames in both the directories
and the file part of the pathname. All matching files are printed
in alphabetical order.

Include c source, author: Bob Alston

SubStore_v1.0

SubStore V1.0! This is a Magazine Subscription Database that allows
you to store reference information from your monthly magazines such as
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Articles, Reviews and other items of interest. Features include:
Slick 3D Interface, Search, Print, Queue Window w/Print, Mail Order
Info w/Names, Numbers & Notes, Attach User defined Brush/logos to be
displayed for each Magazine you’re working with, and much more!
ShareWare. Author: John Lullie

View_v3.2

View is a program that allows you to view all ANIM opcode 5 or 6
animations and all ILBM IFF format pictures. This viewer program is
freely re-distributable. This means that you may distribute it to
anyone, or anywhere that you so desire providing that this unaltered
file, and the original unmodified program are distributed together.
Updated from versions 3.0 to 3.2:

1. AGAIN the method for positioning the display has been changed,
to accomodate DCTV pictures. This ’should’ be the final needed
change.

2. The menus have been removed when in the ’HELP’ or ’ABOUT’
screens. The menus are not affected anywhere else.

3. Support for brushes has been added. A brush is any IFF picture
that is SMALLER than the default resolution for its display mode.

4. Support for ANIM brushes was added. Since ANIM brushes have an
interleave of one, double buffering required copying the buffer
every animation frame. This gets rid of flicker but may reduce
the speed at which the brush plays. I tried the brushes I have,
however, and could not detect any speed decrease. Thus I decided
to double buffer the ANIM brush for flickerless playback.

5. I Added an options menu. This menu currently holds only one item.
"Pause on entry", when turned on (CHECKED) it will cause the
animation to begin in paused mode. To start the animation playing,
press the <SPACE> key.

6. View 3.0 did not support non-looping animations correctly. The
routines that were uses in versions 2.x had a bug. I changed the
program so that these animations would work, but non-looping
animations would not play without a small -hiccup- upon reaching
the end of the animation. This version of the program now properly
handles non-looping animations. It does this by detecting the
non-looping animation and adding the loop frames magically
transforming it into a looping animation.

Binary only, Authors: Michael W. Hartman & William J. Coldwell

WorldDataBank_v2.2

Using a database of coordinates compiled by the CIA and made available
under the Freedom of Information Act, this program plots world maps in
cylindrical or spherical projections, with various degrees of
magnification. This is version 2.2, an update to version 2.0, and now
includes the largest available data file, for detailed mapping of even
small sections of the globe. Includes source. Author: The CIA, Bob
Dufford, Mike Groshart

Unpack disk A

Unpack disk B
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CAM #604a&b Utilités domestiques

DABPass_v1.1

This program lets you set up a password in order to secure your Amiga
from unauthorized use. Author: D. A. Bridges

DWF_PreSets

Included here are some "Amiga Release 2" presets that I created while I
was killing some time. Some will look a bit odd in modes other than
HiRes-Interlace mode and default colors. If your using Release 2.04,
you will be able to click on the icons change the presets without
having to use the Prefs tool. Author: David W. Ferguson

EnvPrint_v1.20

EnvPrint is a handy tool for printing envelopes for letters. Just type
in the addresses or load them from disk, and EnvPrint will organize the
printing job for you. Version 1.20. Shareware Binary only. Author:
Stefan Zeiger

FileLocator_v1.0

Searches up to 28 mounted devices for specific files using wildcard
matches. Version 1.0, binary only. Author: Joe Rattz, Jr.

Home_v1E

Address Book, Notepad,Inventory, Scheduler Cando program. Shareware,
Binary only. Author: Lord Sutch Productions.

LSlabel_v1.1.2

A simple label printing utility. Very powerful as the user can/must do
a lot of settings by himself. Features include variable linefeeds (in
1/216 inch steps) between 21 independant lines and freely configurable
printer codes. Version 1.1.2, an update to version 1.0, binary only.
Author: Stefan Berendes

sqldb_v020392

SQL dababase with arexx support. changes since last release on
11/25/91

doc/sqldb_sqlref.doc deleted
doc/sqldb_sqlrefman.doc updated
added ORDER BY clause to SELECT
more memory leaks fixed
bug in NOT, MAYBE, MAYBE_I, MAYBE_A logical operators fixed
bug in SELECT ... OUTPUT TO filename fixed
bug in column formatting in GROUP BY fixed
added DATE and TIME datatype
bug in row selection in GROUP BY fixed
bug in row deletion/insertion fixed
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added support for NOTNULL in INSERT INTO, UPDATE and DISPLAY TABLE
statements
bug in ARexx interface fixed

Binary only. Author: Kyle Saunders

StopWatch_v1.0

A stop watch application with the precision of one millisecond
(variable), which scans the joystick button. Full multitasking
capability and intuition interfacing, additional display screen for
genlock output, ARexx port for parameter/result handling and screen
manipulations. Written in Modula 2 and assembly language. This is
version 3.0S, an update to version 2.0. Binary only. Author:
Christian Danner

SubStore_v1.3

This is a Magazine Subscription Database that allows you to store
reference information from your monthly magazines such as Articles,
Reviews and other items of interest. Features include: Slick 3D
Interface, Search, Print, Queue Window w/Print, Mail Order Info
w/Names, Numbers & Notes, Attach User defined Brush/logos to be
displayed for each Magazine you’re working with, and much more!
Version include many new feature and bug fix. ShareWare. Author:
John Lullie

SuperLock_v1.01

A very flexible security program that can lock any or all of the
devices present in the system, making access to them impossible. It
can also optionally lock the keyboard and the mouse. Version 1.01.
Requires arp.library. Binary only. Author: Jonathan Potter

TallyHOme_v1.0

Latest home inventory program makes recording valuables quicker and
easier. Four categories included: electronics, jewelry, computers,
collectibles. All 3D buttons, mostly point & click interface. A
must-have for insurance claims in the event of any loss natural or
unnatural! Shareware demo version. Author: Linda Lullie

TextraHyperText

This script was originally developed for use with HT, a HyperText
program, and Textra, a Word Processor (both of which are available on
CAM’s), but could easily be adapted to drive other editors by simply
substituting the Textra commands with the appropriate replacements.
Note that the editor should provide an Arexx port. Author: DAB

TextStat_v1.10

An extended "wc" (word count) program. It has all features of the
SAS/C "wc" plus the ability to count the frequency of ASCII characters,
alphabetical characters and many other things in a text. Version 1.10.
Freeware. Sourcecode included. Author: Stefan Zeiger
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CAM #613a&b Utilités domestique

A4UP_v1.1

A4UP, an intutitionized program that allows you to use size A4 paper on
HP LaserJet and Deskjet series printers. A4UP prints a text file to A4
paper in portrait mode using two columns of either 80 or 85 columns
wide and a maximum of 120 lines per physical page. This is 4 pages of
text of 80 or 85 columns by 60 lines of logical page. Binary only,
author: G Chiu.

AutoGraf_v2.0

Collects and graphically displays information on auto mileage.
Features miles per gallon, cost per mile, miles driven, highs, lows,
averages, etc. Includes a couple of sample data files. This is
version 2.0, an update to version 1.0. Binary only. Author: Joel
Swank

bBaseII_v5.3

A simple database program using an intuition interface. Stores, sorts
and searches for information. Limited to 9 fields in each record.
Features include fast sorting, search in any field, and best of all,
it’s really easy to use. This is version 5.3, an update to version 5.
Changes include improved print-outs, and now supports mailing labels.
Binary only. Author: Robert Bromley

BookPrint_v3.16

BookPrint is a printing utility which will print a file in two columns
on the front and back page of your paper, thus saving about 75% of
paper and making the file more easily to read (you can read it like a
book then). Especially useful for printing large documentation of
PD-programs. A printer capable of printing in 20cpi mode is needed.
Version 3.16, ShareWare, binary only Author: Alexander Rawass

DWF_Icons

This is a collection of icons for the Workbench 2.0 environment. Some
are designed for the "Interlace mode." Author: David W. Ferguson

FlyspeckFont

A very tiny font, which is more of a gimmick than a useful font.
Perhaps the tiniest font available for the Amiga. Author: Sascha
Wildner

Icons_16

This file contains replacement icons (or extras?) for most of the
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standard tools, utilities, commodities, etc., in 2.0. They are
16-color icons. Author: Matt Marulla

JBPHelp_v0.34

JBPHelp version 0.4 is an intellegent HELP key utility designed to work
with MOST Amiga programs. Shareware, Binary only,author: John
Preston.

LoranNotebook_v1.4

The LORAN Notebook (LNB) is a dedicated database for LORAN users.
Binary only, author: Allen Maroney

Nprn_v1.02

This is a print spooler, meant to be run from the CLI or shell. It has
many switches to control the appearance and format of the output, can
be made to page on a signal, can print headers or footers can use
condensed as well as regular type, and more. Binary only, Author:
Dave Casler

PF_v2.12

The program PF (short for PRINTFILES) is an utility written to print
text files on an Hewlett-Packard DeskJet 500 printer connected to the
parallel port of an Amiga personal computer, selecting in the same time
the font and the printing style between the internal options of this
printer. PF comes in two versions, PF1 and PF2, written for the SAS
C-Compiler v5.10: the printing routines are the same. But PF1 is
callable only from the CLI, and is structured to be easily modified for
different computers (e.g. IBM (argh!) PC’s); I did not try, but as I
avoided all the Intuition facilities and computer dependent statements,
it should compile and work with the only change of the output port name
(from PAR: to e.g. LPT1: or maybe PRN:). For maximum portability
PF1 writes to the printer fopening a file to PAR: and fwriting there;
this can be not strictly kosher but works (on the Amiga). PF2 instead
opens a device for output, and supports in addition CTRL-C handling and
a Workbench interface, built using the Requester Library from Colin Fox
and Bruce Dawson, that must be previuosly installed in order to run PF2
(from the Workbench; you can still run PF2 from the CLI without having
Req.Library installed). Include c source, Author: Maurizio Loreti

pfm2afm_v1.0

Convert Windows pfm files to afm files, Include c source, author: Ken
Borgendale

PPST_v3.1

This is a Postscript program that tests the speed of your printer in
doing a large number of things. It is readable ASCII text, and could
serve as a good instruction tool for using PostScript, as well.
Author: Jean-Serge Gagnon

PrFont_v1.4
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Prints a sample of each font from the fonts: directory. Draws one
line of each font on a custom hires screen, which can be printed. This
is version 1.4, an update to version 1.3 on. Binary only. Author:
Joel Swank

PrLabel_v1.1

A utility to print laser printer labels. Support 3x8, 2x8 and 2x7 A4
label sheets. The program may easily be modified for other formats.
Also serves as a demonstration of using STSLib for gadgets and menus.
Version 1.1, includes C source. Author: Andrew Martin, SciTech
Software

SKoren_WBPrefs

Here are some 2.04 preferences settings for WB screen palettes and
patterns. The palettes are all 4 colors; add more if you use more
colors in your workbench screen. All the color sets are a bit dimmer
than the presets in the "prefs" program. I like to keep my monitor at
about half-contrast and full-intensity, and I find that the normal
preferences color sets are much too bright that way. All these
palettes should work with the 2.04 3D look. Author: Steve Koren

SpellCheck_v1.2

A program which aids you in learning foreign words. You enter the
words and their translations, and then the computer quizes you later.
Version 1.2, binary only. Author: Torgeir Dingsxyr, Pantheon
Softworks.

SplitP

SplitP breaks a large on-disk manual file into 2 files, one with odd
pages, the other with even pages. Print the odd first (1,3,5,...) then
flip the continous printer paper over and print pages 2,4,6... cuts
paper use in half. Great for those 100+ page on-disk manuals you
printout and waste the back of all that paper. Author: John Bianchi.
C source included.

TeleBase_v1.02

TeleBase v1.02. TeleBase will print out mailing labels, phonelists,
dial the phone, and keep track of it all! Requires 2.0 and REQ.LIBRARY
(included). This appears to be a nice, simple address/phonebook
database manager with dialing and printing features. Binary only,
author: Scott Rogerson

ThinFonts

Seven fixed width fonts in two designs to get more characters on your
screen. Made for usage on hires interlaced screens and A2024 modes.
Author: Dirk W. Reisig

VIF

VIF is a filter. It takes an input text file and outputs another text
file. During this operation VIF removes all useless characters.
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(We’ll se in a while what are useless chars). This program has come
out from the need of archiving, in an organic way, a great number of
documents. Before I wrote VIF, I had to use a text editor to do the
same job with a great amount of patience. Include c source, author:
Pagani Massimiliano

Vim_v1.14

Vi IMitation. A clone of the UNIX text editor "vi". Very useful for
editing programs and other plain ASCII text. Based on Stevie (disk
256) with many enhancements such as multilevel undo, command line
history, improved command line editing, full vi compatibility (except Q
and zn commands), command typeahead display, command to display yank
buffers, unlimited line length, ability to edit binary files, file name
stack, support for Manx QuickFix, shows current file name in window
title, etc. Internal storage structures have been redesigned for
optimal speed and memory usage. Version 1.14, includes source.
Author: Bram Moolenaar, et. al.

Unpack disk A

Unpack disk B

CAM #622a&b Utilités domestiques

A4UP_v1.3

This is version 1.3 of A4UP - a utility which allows you to print 4
logical pages to a single physical page on a Laserjet or Deskjet
printer. The utility downloads the appropriate font first. It will
print on either European A4 paper or American sized 8.5 x 11. Command
line interface or use it from Intuition.

- changed over to reqtools.library which offers a pattern select in
the file requester, and as using the req.library extended file
selection would intermittently guru on me ( of course it probably
wasn’t a req.library fault at all )

- tossed in an iconize function with the rmb
- running as a crunched file gurus at odd times, therefore released

as a normal file.

Binary only, author: G Chiu

ADoc_v7.04

A freely redistributable help utility for the Amiga. Allows you to
have permanent help on any subject you want. Features include
automatic searching of the word on which you clicked, English and
French help files on all Intuition and Dos function calls, an
intelligent term request, ability to use original Commodore AutoDocs
files, an AREXX port, and more. This is version 7.04, an update from
version 3.10. Binary only. Author: Denis GOUNELLE

AIBB_v4.0
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This is release version 4 of Amiga Intuition Based Benchmarks. As this
version is a complete re-write of earlier efforts. a benchmarking
(system performance evaluation) utility for the Amiga. Support for
FPU-evaluated tests, and additional tests, as well as a general
overhaul of the entire program. Binary only, author: LaMonte Koop

AnalyRim

An integration of the AnalytiCalc spreadsheet and the RIM-5 relational
database management system. Integrates a spreadsheet with hundreds of
functions and 18000 by 18000 cell address space, with a complete disk
based DBMS, and functions permitting one to move relations or
selections of relations in either direction between spreadsheet and
database. In this way, large relations can be stored on disk, yet
accessed as needed in the spreadsheet, from whence they can be computed
with or plotted. The command language of RIM is fairly close to SQL
and documents for it are included. Also supports GnuPlot to provide
flexible plotting. A minimum of 2Mb of memory is recommended, of which
750K must be contiguous. Include source, Author: Glenn C. Everhart
et. al.

HomeBudget_v1.0

This program allows you to create a full budget system for home use.
Tracks checking, savings, and integrates it into a workable budget.
Report mode shows stats and charts about your account and budgets.
Uses gadgets and menus for input. Many transaction types to enter,
edit, and modify. Multiple budget types can be created and modified.
Full documentation is included. Binary only, author: Mike Huttinger

MonochromeIcons

This is archive contains 122 two-colour brushes of various icons
suitable for you to use in Foundation, CanDo, or Hyperbook. Many of
the images were taken from public-domain HyperCard stacks for the Mac.
These are 2 bit plane. Very nice, professional looking work. Ported
by Travis Capener.

Unpack disk A

Unpack disk B

CAM #636 Utiltés domestiques

AdPerfect_v1.1

Some of you might remember a tiny, bugged little address-storage
program called ’Trademate’? - Well, I decided not to update it anymore
because of it’s bugs and messy source.. but I could stand the idea,
and the only other ’useable’ program was ’Swappit’. -- Well, what
could I do than start from scratch on a new program? The result is ...
AdPerfect!! Author: Vidar Bang

Amigadex_v1.61
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A disk based "address book". It is intended to be used as a personal
data base for the names, addresses, and phone numbers of all your
friends and business associates. May be used to maintain a small
mailing list. Includes a flexible print utility and import function.
Version 1.61, shareware, binary only. Author: Ray Lambert

AnimalsIcon

Animals representation icons from an England public domain disk.

Annotate_v1.0

A text editor written for AmigaDOS 2.04 only, that takes advantage of
public screens and the system default font. Features include folding,
shifting, and full clipboard support. Version 1.0, binary only.
Author: Doug Bakewell

AppliGen_v1.0

An Application Generator for Superbase III. Create the SBpro DML
program’s menus without having to do the same work over and over.
Creates Superbase DML sources with menus, labels, opening of files,
queries, etc. Many user-selectable options (inluding all SBpro SET
commands). Menus can be previewed as Intuition menus or text-menus.
Sources and included sub-routines can be syntax checked, and exported
as ASCII or ".sbp"-file. Version 1.0 interpeted language source and
executable. Author: Ivo Kroone

EnvPrint_v1.50

EnvPrint is a handy tool for printing envelopes for letters. Just type
in the addresses or load them from disk, and EnvPrint will organize the
printing job for you. Includes an ARexx port. Version 1.50, an update
to version 1.20 (WizardWorks 2). Shareware US$ 10. Binary only.
Author: Stefan Zeiger

EZSpool_v1.0

Disk based printer spooler. WB2.0 required

Icons

A selection of 8 color hires icons for your viewing pleasure. Author:
Ernst Janesch

Icons4

Some icons for graphics programs and data.

MythologyIcons

Mythological subjects representation icons from an England public
domain disk.

WreadFiles_v4.2

WreadFiles is a vocal text file reader program for use on the Commodore
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Amiga. The text is both printed to the screen and spoken. Author:
M.L. Barlow

Unpack

CAM #637a&b Utiltés domestiques

AIBB_v4.3

AIBB is a utility primarily designed to assist in the evaluation of
system performance. This version of AIBB includes a few fixes and
feature enhancements Author: LaMonte Koop

bBaseII_v5.32

A simple database program using an intuition interface. Stores, sorts
and searches for information. Limited to 9 fields in each record.
Features include fast sorting, search in any field, mailing label
support, and best of all, it’s really easy to use. This is version
5.32, which fixes some bugs which crept into version 5.3. Binary only.
Author: Robert Bromley

Comics

Comics is a database manager program to handle a comic book collection.
It can store the Title, Issue, Date, Author/Artists, Cover, Current,
Purchase, and Profit Prices, number of Copies, Notes, Publisher,
Condition, and Format for each issue. It has a find mode, generates
reports, indexes by title and issue, and supports "updating" to use
last month’s information to use in the current month’s issue. Also
supports inserting a series of comics with one command. Was tested on
an Amiga 500 with 1MB ram running under Wbench 1.3. Written with
Lattice C; includes the C source. Author: Chuck Jordan

LoranNotebook_v2.0

A database for storing, searching and printing loran numbers. Store
Lats/Lons, TDs, Waypoints, Depths, State, County, Comments, and Quick
Comments. Search by any catagory, and numbers can be searched with a
margin of error. Printouts as text only or as a graphic. Select sites
on the plot screen by lassoing them. Version 2.0 includes a lon/lat
scale on the plot screen, better zooming, and accurate land areas via
the World Database II (included) and/or user drawn. You can now show
and edit land on your plots by drawing it in or by making a list of
lat/lon points. A small sample database is included. Version 2.0,
binary only. Author: Allen Maroney

MusicMania_II_v2b

The latest update for Music Mania. Complete new look (WB 2 look).
This is for the casual and/or avid music collector. Catalog your CD’s,
LP’s, Cassettes, 8 Tracks (yes 8 tracks), Reel To Reels, 78’s, 45’s,
etc. Multiple print features. Very comprehensive. Needs 1 meg of
CHIP RAM. Author: Lord Sutch Productions.
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SiliconSec_v1.51

A bowling league statistics generator. Teams are ranked by win/loss
record & total pins. Tracks team and individual statistics. Absent
and ’blind’ bowlers, floating and team subs easily entered. ABC/WIBC
award lists, recap forms, simple newsletter article and other options
can be generated each week, if you want them. A address list, phone
list, mailing labels and end-of-season report meeting ABC/WIBC
requirements may be generated any time. Online help with search may be
edited by the user. Runs from the Workbench or CLI. One meg required.
Version 1.51, binary only. Author: Allen Maroney

WBase_v1.2

A handy database which stays as a small window on your Workbench screen
and supports PowerPacked files, even crunching them itself. It also
allows you to run programs from it. This is version 1.2, binary only.
Author: Simon Dick

WineSteward_v1.1

The Wine Steward (version 1.1) by Mike Richan, Wine Steward allows you
to match hundreds of food types with 100+ wine types, quickly and
smoothly. Everything is mouse driven, and complete instructions can be
found within the program.

Unpack disk A

Unpack disk B
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DrawMap_v4.0

Release 4.0 of a program for drawing representations of the Earth’s
surface. New features include using the full Micro World Data Bank
data files, user selection of the items to be included (e.g.,
coastlines, rivers, etc.) and the amount of detail in each map, and a
redraw function. Corrects a problem with box and text selection
encountered under AmigaDos 2.04, but AmigaDos 2.04 is not required.
Requires 1.5 megabytes of memory and a hard disk with 1.6 megabytes of
free space. Also includes version requiring a 68020 CPU and 68881 FPU.
This is an update to version 3.1. Includes full source.

Elements_III

Very nice interactive display of the the Periodic Table of Elements.
Includes general row and column information, plus a test mode where the
program asks specific questions about the selected element or
row/column. This is version 3.0, an update to version 2.3b. Now is
completely Amiga-DOS 2.0 conformant. Path and language information are
configurable from the icon, uses 2.0 proportional fonts, can be opened
on a public screen, and includes German and Swedish name files.
Shareware, binary only. Author: Paul Thomas Miller
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GourmetGuru_v1a

Gourmet Guru v1.a from Itchycoo Productions (Formerly Lord Sutch Prod.)
Recipe, Bartender and Wine Inventory database with import/export
feature. Full print and search functions. Compatible with MS-DOS’s
Meal-Master recipe program. Needs 1 meg of CHIP RAM.

Perfmeter_v1.2

PerfMeter is the X’s PerformanceMeter-style little meter, which shows
CPU usage, CPU load, chip, fast and public memory. The items can be
selected from the Project menu. In v1.2 there’s current uptime, too.
Uptime is reseted every time you start Perfmeter so I think you better
add perfmeter command to your s:user-startup. Author: Juha Tuominen

stockanalyst_v3.01

An incredible stock/mutual fund/market indicators/ analysis program.
One of the best in a recent AmigaWorld comparative review. And it’s
just $25.00 shareware! The manual alone is worth the price. Whether
you are a serious investor or just play the market on paper, this is a
must have. Great graphs, over 20 different measurement criteria, built
in automatic comm program for auto downloads of quotes. Would be cheap
at 6 times the price! Fully operational, not a demo. 2.0/1.3
compatible

Unpack disk A
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AmiGantt_v4.02.00

Version 4.02.00 of AmiGantt project management software. This version
gives the program a 2.0 look and feel, but still works under 1.3 or 2.0
It also fixes a number of fairly significant bugs that were around in
version 4.00.00 and 4.01.00. SHAREWARE -- requires v. 39+ of ARP
library.

BonAppetit_v1.3

Bon Appetit is a recipe database manager that automates recipe
collections and allows for far more flexibility than regular index
cards. You can search for recipes by title, keyword, or ingredient.
You can import recipes in BonAppetit’s own format or 3 popular MS-DOS
formats, so you can quickly build a recipe collection. Includes
complete recipe utilities and 24 recipes to get you started. Version
1.3. New features include recipe browsing, mass export, less cryptic
error messages, and many bug fixes. Shareware, binary only. Author:
Boris Shor

BookStore_v1.0

BookStore is a neat book database that features just about everything
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for storing and tracking your personal library! Killer 3D User
Interface, Unlimited number of User-Defined Categories, Several
Printing options, A Detail Manager, User-Defined Preferences, Display
Entire Library and more.... ShareWare. (Some options disabled).
binary only. Author: John Lullie

Compta_v1.5

Programme de comptabilité en Français, Shareware, entièrement
fonctionnel. Binaire seulement. Auteur: Aladin Karim

LeverEdgeNag

LeverEdge NAG is a program to remind you of events before you miss
them. Events can be scheduled to occur once or repeat daily, weekly,
monthly or yearly. You can be alerted of the event in a number of ways
from a screen flash to a message requester. Version 92.05.02,
shareware, binary only. Author: Craig M. Lever

Magnetic_Pages_v1.30

A software package that allows you to create and display a disk-based
magazine. The magazine produced is of a similar format to that of a
traditional paper magazine. You can combine text and graphics on a
single page, branch to different sections by clicking on icons and play
sound and music. Features a full intuition driven interface. Version
1.30, an update to version 1.0, with many new features, bug fixes, and
an improved user interface. Shareware, binary only. Author: Mark
Gladding

MCMaster

MCMaster is another cassette tape cover printing utility which should
work together with any printer which supports pica and fine. Other
features include a search function and a list function which allows you
to put all the song names in a list gadget to scroll around. Version
1.1, freeware, includes source in C. Author: Michael Watzl

Unpack disk A
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ATAP_v1.9

Adobe Type Access Package allows users of Professional Page (Gold Disk,
inc.) and compatible applications to use typefaces available from Adobe
Systems or other vendors. Includes AFM and screen font converters,
sample AFMs and screen fonts from the Macintosh, and a Macintosh/USA1
keymap. Includes source in C for AFM converter and font unpacker.
Author: Gordon Fecyk

Capit
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Capit is a small program simply renames files in a supplied directory
so that their first letter is a capital, ie. it Capitalises. includes
source in C. Author: Robert Lang

CapsQuickLabels_v1.1c

Quik_Labels is Strictly For OS2.0. Will maintain a small labelbase
(12) of 31/2 x 15/16 mailing labels. Very direct and effective. This
is version 1.1c a slight upgrade from v1.1a. Added a Zoom Gad and
corrected some minor bugs. binary only. Author: Capt. Ed Brown

GETAFM

This file can be used with Post to create a .AFM file from a .PBF file.
Post psfonts:AFMs/FontName.AFM init.ps GetAFM.ps IFF t:dummy.iff You
must edit GetAFM.ps to use the correct font. It is the name near the
end with a / in front instead of a %/. Author: Pipeline Associates,
Inc

JbSpool_v1.0

A print spooler written specifically for AmigaDOS 2.0. Has been
implemented as a commodity and written with the "User Interface Style
Guide" close at hand. Features a complete font adaptable GUI
containing a lot of control gadgets and menus. Version 1.0, includes
source. Author: Jan van den Baard

KeyClick_v1.0

makes click sound when key pressed - needs AmigaDOS 2.x. includes
source in C. Author: Martin W. Scott

KME_v1.2

KME is another keymap editor, that you can use to edit the Amiga
keymaps used by the Setmap command. Version 1.2, includes source in
Oberon. Author: Christian Stiens

makeafm

Generates an Adobe Font Metric file (.AFM) from any PostScript font
thus allowing it to be used with PageStream or ProPage’s Font Manager
when the AFM isn’t supplied. Requires either a serially driven
PostScript printer or the POST PostScript interpreter. Author: Mike
Todd

PagestreamDrivers

New Pagestream drivers: DR2D version 2.1.6, IFF version 2.0.12,
Postscript version 2.2.11

PFBR_v0.7

PFBR is a Postscript Utility used to Rename Type1 Postscript Fonts to
their true Postscript names. In every Type 1 font there is a FontName
define. PFBR incorporates various sanity checks to make sure the font
is a Type 1 Postscript font. binary only. Author: V. Keith Warden
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PSDump

PSDump is a PostScript screen dump program. It allows you to print any
Amiga screen at user selectable scale and position on a standard
(letter) sized sheet of paper, or save the PostScript to a simple EPS
file. Simple here means that the EPS will only be displayed in
applications which read EPS files as a simple bounding box, since I
have not included the capability of saving a TIFF or PICT binary
representation of the image within the EPS file. binary only. Author:
Scott Anthony

TKEd_v1.05

TKEd is a very comfortable Intuition-based ASCII editor. It can read
texts packed with PowerPacker, has user-definable menus, a comfortable
AREXX-interface with 102 commands, an interface to some errortools for
programmers, macros, undo, supports foldings, and many other features.
TKEd is reentrant and can be made resident. It also checks itself for
link-viruses. Version 1.05, an update to version 1.00a. Binary only.
Author: Tom Kroener

View_v2.0

A text displayer with many controls and features including searches,
file requestors, jump to editor etc. Version 2.0, an update to version
1.5. Includes source. Author: Jan Van Den Baard

Unpack
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ABackup_v1.31

A new backup utility for the Amiga. May be used both for hard disk
backup and for file archiving. Has a full Intuition interface, can
save/load file selections, handles HD disks, etc. Includes both French
and English versions. This is version 1.31, shareware, binary only.
Author: Denis GOUNELLE

A-Gene_v4.18

Latest demo version of a popular genealogy database program. A-Gene
now supports both PAL and NTSC systems. This demo is complete but
limited to 200 persons/70 marriages, and does not have on-line help.
A-Gene includes a text-editor to add free-form reports to records and
allows you to show digitised pictures from within the program. This
version also includes Ordinances for Church of Latter Day Saints users.
Pedigree charts and family group sheets, among other reports, can be
printed. A-Gene needs 1Mb of ram. This is version 4.18, an update to
version 3.10. Binary only. Author: Mike Simpson

APrf_1.30

A freely redistributable printing utility for the Amiga. Features
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include a full Intuition interface, preview function, page selection,
margin setup, line numbering, an AREXX port, a multi-columns mode, 2.04
system release support and more. Includes both French and English
versions. This is version 1.30. Binary only. Author: Denis GOUNELLE

bBaseII_v5.5

A simple database program using an intuition interface. Stores, sorts
and searches for information. Limited to 9 fields in each record.
Features include fast sorting, search in any field, mailing label
support, and best of all, it’s really easy to use. This is version
5.5, an update to version 5.32. Enhancements include a 270% increase
in storage capacity, range search, and add or delete a field. Binary
only. Author: Robert Bromley

Convert_v1.11

"Convert" is a powerful file conversion program. It covers the
application domain of any ASCII file conversion tool between Amiga and
any other computer system. In addition to that "Convert" is freely
configurable, so that it can be used for any conversion problem.
Author: Rainer Koppler

Examiner_v1.0

Will question you with files produced by SpellCheck. Smaller than
SpellCheck, looks better under AmigaDOS 2.0, and has some extra
features. Version 1.0, binary only. Author: Preben Randhol

F-Finder_v1.00

File/Directory searching utility with fullblown intuition interface.
Fancy 3D look with KS1.2, KS1.3 and KS2.x operating systems. Ability
to search files according to creation time and/or date. Archive flag
support, limited link support and a lot more. Version 1.00. Binary
only. Author: Markus Aalto.

FileCompare

FileCompare determines whether two files have identical contents.
Include asm source, athor: Brian Rhodefer

HiSpeed_v2.7

A high speed printing utility for DeskJet printers. Output is reduced
to about 1/4 of its original size. The maximum processing speed is 4
pages/min. Supports ANSI ESC codes (e.g. Italics), single or double
sided printing, multiple copies, and free layout. Two fonts are
available. DeskJet RAM cartridge required. Version 2.7, shareware,
binary only. Author: Dietmar Eilert

Ispell_El

Interface between GnuEmacs and Ispell_v3.11jr. Author: Steve Koren

PagestreamDriver
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DR2D.import_v2.1.8 Updated import module for Pagestream2 version 2.1.8
(8/3/92) - fixed another bug relating to the poly-to-line conversion.
This one occured when the page was rotated. version 2.1.7 (7/29/92) -
fixed a bug when loading DR2D files that have a CNAM chunk without
names for all the colors in the cmap. If a color was used that did not
have a name, no name was generated for the color.
Iffilbm.import_v2.0.13 Improved IFF ILBM import modules for PageStream
2.0 or higher. These are version 2.0.13. NTSC (North American) users
should use IFFILBM_NTSC.import. PAL (rest of the world) users should
use IFFILBM_PAL.import. Author: Soft-Logik Publishing

PSDownload

A PostScript font download utility, which also has the ability to
disassemble the contents of a Type-1 font. Author: Mike Todd

Scram_v1.2

this is Scram v1.2 with executables and docs for both Amiga and MSDOS.
This is basically an encryption program for use with textfiles. It
will read binary files but will not alter binary characters (bytes).
Scram v1.2 will scramble (encrypt) a text file with a user supplied
password which is also needed to de-scramble the textfile back to its
original readable form. If you input an ASCII (text) file then the
scrambled output will also be an ASCII (text) file that can be sent by
e-mail. The receiver can then read the file only if he/she has the
correct password. This makes for very private E-mail. The Amiga &
MSDOS versions are compatable, that is, the Amiga version can
de-scramble a file which was scrambled by the MSDOS version and vice
versa. Author: Jay Phillips

SFCoder_3.2

A program that allows you to encrypt and decrypt files by using a
password. Uses complex routines to assure the security of your data.
Requires OS 2.0 to run. Version 3.2, freeware, binary only. Author:
Stephan Fuhrmann

SpellCheck_v1.3

A program which aids you in learning foreign words. You enter the
words and their translations, and then the computer quizes you later.
Version 1.3, update to version 1.2. Binary only. Author: Torgeir
Dingsxyr, Pantheon Softworks

SPClock_v2.1

A clock that uses sprites to display the time. This allows the clock
to remain visible no matter what screen is being displayed and no
matter where you scroll on a Workbench 2.0 autoscrolling screen.
Version 2.1, includes source. Author: Mark Waggoner

Strip_v1.1

The purpose of Strip is to get rid of the <BS> and the <CR> characters.
It delete all occurence of <BS> characters. And gets rid of <CR>
charcters in a special way, ie. if a <CR><LF> sequence is found it
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deletes the <CR>. But if only <CR> is found, it replaces it by <LF>.
Author: Dennis Lai

TextConditioner_v1.0

Text Conditioner V1.0 written in C now is at least 1000 times faster
than the ARexx version. Options to add or remove carriage returns
(modify Amiga and IBM text back and forth), remoce ANSII color codes,
or strip non-ASCII characters from files. Author: Frank S. Hoy

TypeIFF_v1.1

TypeIFF is a small Type like utility for IFF files. The usage is the
same as for Type. The option h is not needed anymore. If you want to
stop the output hit crtl-c. Author: Matija Milostnik

TypoGrapher_v2.05

A softfont editor package for 24-pinwriters and DeskJet printers (any
model). Editor supports Laser fonts, DeskJet fonts, Amiga fonts,
pinwriter fonts and IFF files. Features include about 40 drawing
commands, special effects (e.g. 3D look), import/export of IFF images,
generation of width tables, and more. Includes several tools for easy
download (e.g. simulation of "soft" font cartridges). Requires at
least 1Mb of memory. Version 2.05, shareware, binary only. Author:
Dietmar Eilert

View80_II_v2.0

View80 II s a fast and powerful ASCII Text-Reader. Author: Federico
Giannici

Unpack disk A

Unpack disk B
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AIBB_v4.61

Amiga Intuition Based Benchmarks, Version series 4.x of AIBB is a
complete re-write from the original code used for the previous versions
1-3. Being that this is the case, it is quite important that the
documentation be read thoroughly in order to completely understand all
aspects of the program performance. This version contain many changes.
Author: LaMonte Koop

CheckManager_v1.0

CheckManager is a small utility to help manager your bills and
checkbook. It is designed to take the place of your checkbook and
manage the payment of bills on time. Binary only Author: Jamie
Mueller

DataFilerPlus_1.01
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A database for names, addresses, phone numbers, etc. Has search and
print capabilities. Version 1.01, binary only. Author: Ken Winfield

DrawMap_v4.1

A program for drawing representations of the Earth’s surface. New
features include seven new types of map projections, user specifiable
point to be at the center of the maps, and box views that can now cross
the international date line. Also includes accelerated version
requiring a 68020 CPU and 68881 FPU, and versions for PAL systems.
Requires 1.5 Mb of memory and a hard disk with 1.6 Mb of free space.
This is version 4.1, an update to version 4.0. Includes full source.
Author: Bryan Brown.

FoodPlanner_v1.2

Grocery list planner this demo version is full functional in exception
of add function. Binary only Author: Jerry Baldwin

VCR_TapeFiler_v1.1

A database for all your VCR tapes. Has built in search and print
capabilities. Version 1.1, binary only. Author: Ken Winfield

Unpack disk A
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501_v1.15

This program keeps score for the dart game 501. Games recorded via the
keyboard create a data base reflecting each player’s performance. The
statistics track personal bests, averages, win percentages and high
scores. Written and compiled using HiSoft Basic Professional. Version
1.15, an update to version 1.12. Binary only. Author: Gilles Lepage

BackUP_v3.5

A full intuition Hard disk backup program. Binary only. Author:
Felix R. Jeske

BigListMaker_v1.0

A program that would generate a sorted listing of multiple volumes and
would allow a comment to be added to each file entry. With a format
similar to a bulletin board file listing along with the volume name
associated with each file entry. Binary only. Author: Mark D.
Palumbo

dl2pfb

DL2PFB converts Adobe Type 1 scalable outline fonts in the ASCII
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download format to the IBM binary format required by FontDesigner and
Amiga DTP programs like PageStream or PPage. Binary only. Author:
Martin A. Blatter

DMD_v2.01

This is a set of macros that greatly enhance the use of Matt Dillon’s
text editor DME (© 1988-91 Matt Dillon). It includes an extensive
.edrc file, which includes 10 menus and many many macros. It also
includes 20 ARexx macros, which do such things as renumber an outline,
access the file requester for various operations, single space and
double space text, center text, and more. And it includes a spelling
checker and dictionary. Author: Fergus Duniho

Don’sPpageGenies_v1.0

A collection of more than forty ARexx "genies" for use with
Professional Page, plus some supporting material. Also includes two
example ARexx scripts for Art Department Professional. Version 1.0,
shareware, includes source. Author: Don Cox

FlyingToasters_v1.2

Another screen/mouse blanker commodity. Includes source. Author:
Gernot Reisinger

FreeCopy_1.8

FreeCopy is unlike most copiers in that it does not actually copy
disks. It removes the protection so disks can easily be backed up with
almost any program, and in some cases be installed on your hard drive.
This is version 1.8, an update to version 1.4. Public domain, binary
only. Author: Greg Pringle

Idea

Idea reads inputFile and writes the en/decrypted data to outputFile or
writes the hash value to hashvalFile. If file name is not given in
command line, idea uses standard input or output. If the input file
name is given as ’-’, idea reads from the standard input. Includes
source. Author: Xuejia Lai and Prof. Dr. J. L. Massey

Mostra_v1.08

‘Mostra’ is an IFF ILBM viewer that can process *any* IFF ILBM file;
this means not only IFF ILBM FORMs, but also nested ILBM, FTXT, FORMs,
CATs, LISTs and PROPs. It has become reknown in the Amiga community
for both its robustness and its flexibility. Version 1.08 include
features and bug fix. Binary only. Author: Sebastiano Vigna

oleo

This is very simplistic "port" of oleo. The spread sheet from the GNU
guys. It appears to work OK, but needs alot of work. It does what I
need it to right now so I probably will not do the work needed, but I
thought I would share it with you anyway. I only have a A3000 so I
have included only a >68020 with 68881. Since I can not test anything
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else I did not compile anything else. Feel free to recompile. I have
included the ixemul.library.

PrinterCTRL_v1.0

PrinterCTRL is a WB1.3/2.0 compatible interface program for parallel
printers with some uses for those using serial printers. The program
allows the user to quickly send predefined or custom printer driver
codes to the printer. Includes source. Author: Paul Miskovsky

sqldb_v28-8-92

SQL dababase with arexx support. Version 28-8-92 includes features &
bug fix. Binary only. Author: Kyle Saunders

SuperDuper_v2.02

‘SuperDuper’ is a disk copier/formatter that tries to be to disk
handling what Mostra is to IFF displaying: a fast, compact,
system-friendly tool which combines speed, features, and some bells and
whistles to make your life easier. Version 2.02 is a minor maintenance
release. Binary only. Author: Sebastiano Vigna

tbase_v2.2

TeleBase will print out mailing labels, phonelists, dial the phone, and
keep track of it all! Requires 2.0. This appears to be a nice, simple
address/phonebook database manager with dialing and printing features.
Version 2.2 include features and bug fix. Binary only, author: Scott
Rogerson
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AmokEd_v1.30

A highly configurable editor based on Matt Dillon’s well known DME.
Features a rich command language, an ARexx interface and ARexx based
application port, environment variable support, user definable pull
down menus, fast scrolling and scroll gadgets, multiple file editing,
iconification, reentrant and can be made resident. Written in Oberon,
version 1.30, binary only. Requires AmigaOS2.0 or higher. Author:
Hartmut Goebel

APrf2_v1.40

A printing utility for the Amiga. Features include full Intuition
interface, preview function, page selection, margin setup, line
numbering, an AREXX port, a multi-columns mode, 2.0 system release
support and more. Both French and English versions. This is version
1.40, an update from version 1.30. Binary only. Author: Denis
Gounelle
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ATbl_v2.20

A program for table formating, somehow inspired by the "tbl" utility on
UNIX system. Can produce a printer output (with IBM semi-graphic
characters) or a regular IFF file which can be read by any decent
word-processing or desktop-publishing program. Both French and English
documentation. This is version 2.20, an update from version 1.00, with
a lot of bugs fixed and a few enhancements. Binary only Author: Denis
Gounelle

AUSH_v1.52

A command line interpreter for the Amiga. Features include file name
completion, pattern expansion, expression computation, command history,
for...done loops, full support of AmigaDOS 2.0, and much more. Almost
fully compatible with ARP and Commodore shells. This is version 1.52,
an update from version 1.42. Binary only. Author: Denis Gounelle

BMFC_v0.00

bmfc compiles a BMF source file into an Amiga bitmap font load file.
The C source for bmfc is not Amiga specific; it may be compiled and run
on any machine which has an ANSI C compiler. The load files which it
produces, however, are useful only on an Amiga. No program is provided
for creating .font files, since the program FixFonts, which comes with
the operating system, does this. Author: Adam M. Costello.

crlf_v1.3

CRLF is a handy program to convert format of ASCII files between
different machines, and can be used to produce double- or triple-spaced
texts, too. Binary only. Author: V. Gervasi

Crypt.device_v1.7

This is a test release of encrypting device for Commodore Amiga. Next
release may be incompatible with this version. Encrypting used is IDEA
cipher in cipher block chaining mode. Each 512-byte device block is
encrypted with block offset used as initial vector. Binary only.
Author: Risto Paasivirta

DeskJet500print_rev2.2

DeskJet500 Print 4 pages on 1 (rev 2.2) Author: Joe Smith

FontViewer_v1.2

A program to view fonts. Features include selectable screen
resolutions, outline font support (WB 2.0), ColorFont support, up to
thirty fonts shown at once with each in its own window, up to three
lines of changeable text for viewing fonts, use file requester to find
fonts to view (WB 2.0). Version 1.2, binary only. Author: Gary Smith

FontViewQ_v1.2

FontViewQ shows a table of all characters using the current used system
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font. The gadgets are all font-adaptable. FontViewQ is a commodity.
Includes source. Author: Dieter Temme

Hyper_v1.0

Will lead you through documents that are written to be used with the
legendary ‘Am*gaGu*de’ from Commodore. An ARexx port gives access to
it from other applications. Requires OS 2.0. Version 1.0, shareware.
Author: Bernd (Koessi) Koesling

KeyClick_v1.01

A small utility to provide a key-click. Has a nice Workbench interface
to modify settings. Requires Kickstart 2.0 or higher. Binary only.
Author: Martin W. Scott

MegaEd_v1.5i

A powerful text editor with lots of features, some not found elsewhere.
Integrated Text oriented database, extensive formatting/printing
functions, macro language, Arexx-port, keyword indention, multiple
blocks/marks, key/menu macro recording, configurability for lot’s of
languages/compilers, inumerable handy functions for programmers, user
friendly interface. Version 1.5i, public domain, binary only. Author:
Wouter van Oortmerssen

PagestreamDrivers

Desiworks_v2.2.0
This module import structured drawings created with New Horizon’s
DesignWorks

IFF_DR2D_v2.1.9
This module will import structured drawings IFF DR2D

PostScript_v2.2.99
THIS IS A TEMPORARY PRINTER DRIVER FOR THOSE HAVING PROBLEMS WITH
2.2.11. If you print to a PostScript ImageSetter or Color PostScript
laser printer and your output is cropped and rotated, use this driver
temporarily until we fix the bug in the 2.2.11 driver.

Paperback_v2.004

Allows the user to generate a double sided document from a single sided
one. Two output documents are created: an ODDS set and an EVENS set.
The odds set can be printed on single sheet or tractor feed paper,
reversed and re-inserted in the printer, then the even set can be
printed on the reverse side. Page sizes are all fully editable by the
user, along with certain other parameters. Handles predefined page
breaks eloquently. Saves paper, and storage space. Requires kickstart
1.3 or 2.0 to operate. Version 2.004, freeware, binary only. Author:
Bob Rye

PrLabel_v1.2

A utility to print laser printer labels. Support 3x8, 2x8 and 2x7 A4
label sheets. The program may easily be modified for other formats.
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Also serves as a demonstration of using STSLib for gadgets and menus.
Version 1.2, an update to version 1.1. Includes C source. Author:
Andrew Martin, SciTech Software

PSUtils

Some utilities for postscript and adobe fonts. Resetadobe (version
1.0) is a program to modify the AFM files of adobe fonts which do not
appear to have the correct spacing after being generated by AFM2PFM.
Postsplit (version 1.0) is a program to split a color PageStream
postscript file into individual color/page files for multipass
printing. PFM2AFM (version 1.0) generates AFM files for adobe fonts.
T1Utils is a set of adobe font manipulation tools including a font
disassembler. Author: I. Parker, D. Spencer, Ken Borgendale, Lee
Hetherinton

Statistics_v1.26

Provides statistical data on ASCII text files regarding file length,
number of letters, words and sentences, average word length, etc.
Written in assembler for minimum size and maximum speed. Version 1.26,
binary only. Author: Nico Max
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ABackup_v1.52

A new backup utility for the Amiga. May be used both for hard disk
backup and for file archiving. Has a full Intuition interface, can
save/load file selections, handles HD disks, etc. Includes both French
and English versions. This is version 1.52, shareware, binary only.
Author: Denis GOUNELLE

BCount_v1.12

A utility to count files, directories, hardlinks, and softlinks for a
given root directory. Requires Amiga OS 2.04. This is version 1.12,
binary only. Author: Norbert Bazin

BigListMaker_v1.3

A program that would generate a sorted listing of multiple volumes and
would allow a comment to be added to each file entry. With a format
similar to a bulletin board file listing along with the volume name
associated with each file entry. Version 1.3 include many features.
Binary only. Author: Mark D. Palumbo

CFX_v5.242

Crunched File eXaminer allows the user to examine and find files using
several different search criteria. CFX knows a huge amount of the
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current Amiga filetypes, including a vast number of "cruncher" types.
CFX can also give in-depth disassemblies of crunched files, including
most address crunched files, relocator crunched files, and some major
archive crunched types. This version requires kick 1.3 or 2.0.
Version 5.242, freeware, binary only. Author: Bob Rye and Marcus
Mroczkowski

Deft_v1.0

A program to change the default tool of project icons. Will search
through a disk or directory, finding all icons that contain a specified
default tool and change that tool to a different one. It is useful for
changing the default tools of all the doc files on disk to your
favourite text reader, for example. Version 1.0, binary only. Author:
Gary Smith

F-Finder_v1.11

File/Directory searching utility with fullblown intuition interface.
Fancy 3D look with KS1.2, KS1.3 and KS2.x operating systems. Ability
to search files according to creation time and/or date. Archive flag
support, limited link support, support for QuickFiles and a lot more.
Includes QuickFileManager program to create QuickFiles. Version 1.11.
Binary only. Author: Markus Aalto.

FastOptimizer_v2.5

CLI based and Intuition-based version of FO, will run on a single drive
machine. Includes multiple destinations, automatic turn on upon disk
insertion and more. Requires 1.5M or more of memory. This is version
v2.5, includes source. Author: Fabien Campagne

FindIt_v1.0

A fully Intuitionised file finder. Features include search multiple
drives/directories, search for file names starting with/not starting
with given text, file names containing/not containing given text, file
names ending with/not ending with given text, files created
on/after/before/not-on given date, files containing given text, etc.
Found files can be copied, deleted, viewed, or printed. Requires
Workbench 2.0. This is version 1.0, binary only. Author: Gary Smith

ISAM_v1.0

ISAM Server / Link-Library; ISAM is a simple-to-use, yet powerful, way
to store/retrieve records from a database. The store/retrieval code is
only in the server, so your code stays small. All programs linked with
the Link-library may use the server at the same time, thus ISAM is
multi-"user". Deleted record space is reclaimed. Files may have
multiple keys of several types, each of which may be ascending or
descending, unique or repeatable. File/Record locking. Shareware
limited records version. Req: AmigaDOS 1.2 or higher. Binary only.
Author: Scott C. Jacobs

NFD

Newest File Date. Searches the specified directory for the newest
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file, then returns that filename and path as an ARP global variable.
For people without ARP, it allows you to execute a command line,
specified as a parameter, with the file name and path inserted at a
specified point. Sample usage would to be have a word processor
automatically load the last file worked on when it was invoked.
Includes source in Pascal Author: Jonathan Maxwell

PerfMonitor_v1.0

A small tool to show the CPU usage of each task. Kickstart 1.3/2.04
compatible. Version 1.0, binary only. Author: Tom Kroener

ReOrg_v2.33

ReOrg is a fast disk optimizer that can be used for floppy disks and
hard disks. Supports new Kickstart 2.04 features including hard and
soft links and High-Density drives. Includes program versions in
English and German for use with Kickstart 2.04 only. This is version
2.33, an update to version 2.3. Shareware, binary only. Author:
Holger Kruse

SCSIMounter_v2.03

Removable media partition mounter for Kickstart 2.0 or higher. 2.02 -
Terrible bug fixed which caused SCSIMounter to fail on 68000 machines.
2.00 - SCSIMounter is a commodity now bi-lingual user interface.
Binary only. Author: Martin A. Blatter

SysInfo_v3.01

A program which reports interesting information about the configuration
of your machine, including some speed comparisons with other
configurations, versions of the OS software, etc. This program has
been very popular with many users and has been fully updated to include
many new functions. This is version 3.01, an update to version 2.69.
Binary only. Author: Nic Wilson

WBPics

Here are some nature scapes for use with NickPrefs. Under 2.04,
NickPrefs "LoadWBPicture" allows a 16 color hires/interlace picture to
be placed in the WB window or screen.
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ABackup_v1.70

A powerful backup utility that may be used both for harddisk backup and
for file archiving. Has a full Intuition interface (as well as a
"batch" mode), can save/load file selections, handles HD disk, etc.
Includes both a French and an English version. This is version 1.70,
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an update from version 1.50. Shareware, binary only. Author: Denis
Gounelle

Addresser_v2.0

Name, Address and phone number database in a window. Features include
merge file creation for most popular Amiga word processors, envelope
printing, user-defined address formats, support for the Amiga clipboard
device, and much more. Version 2.0, an update to version 1.0. Binary
only. Author: Jeff Kelly

APrfII_v2.00

A printing utility for the Amiga. Features include full Intuition
interface, preview function, page selection, margin setup, line
numbering, an AREXX port, a multi-columns mode, 2.0 system release
support and more. Both French and English versions. This is version
2.00, an update from version 1.40. Binary only. Author: Denis
Gounelle

CDStore_v3.0

NEW!! CDStore V3.0! This latest version now has "Plug-In" capability!
These are mini-programs with special features dedicated to CD’s! You
simply Plug them in to CDStore as they become available! Included is
"CDMover" which allows moving CD’s from one Category to another (Many
Plug-In’s to come)! Other new stuff... Setup Preferences, Enhanced
Print options, Queue Window for selecting individual entries,
Auto-Sorting, Attach Comments to each CD and more! ShareWare. Some
options disabled. CD-Converter for CDStore 2.0x users upgrading to
3.0. This program will update the CDStore 2.0x Data file to 3.0 format
which now supports Categories. First time CDStore users will not need
this conversion program. Author: John Lullie

HomeBudget_v1.3

This is v1.3 of HomeBudget. Allows you to track checking,savings, and
misc accounts along with a budgeting system. Will print and display
reports and charts. Simple and easy to use with full intuition
interface. Now includes "automated entries" that can be set up to
enter themselves on certain dates. Full documentation is included.
Freeware! Binary only, author: Mike Huttinger

VidStore_v2.0

NEW!! VideoStore V2.0! Video Library Database! This latest version
now has User-Defined Categories, Detail Manager Window for entering
specific details about each Video/Movie, Setup Preferences, Enhanced
Print options, Queue Window for selecting and printing individual
entries, Auto-Sorting, Attach Comments to each entry, Display All
option for viewing ALL Video/Movie entries from every Category and
more! Completely New 3D User Interface! This is a SERIOUS Video
Database! ShareWare. Author: John Lullie

WallStreetAnalyst_v0.050

Distributed as Shareware. This is a technical analysis stock program.
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Main features are Japanese Candlesticks and Gann retracements. Elliott
Wave counts are little more than pattern recognition with this version.
At this writing, Japanese Candlesticks and Gann retracements are
currently otherwise unavailable on published Amiga software. Right
now, that’s about all it offers. It’s full of bugs and sloppy code,
but my friends have asked me to release it. Plus, they constantly
demand printouts of the charts it produces. This program is meant to
supplement the Investor’s Advantage program. Binary only, author:
David Hamm

Unpack disk A
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CAM #698a&b Utilités domestiques

Annotate_v1.8

A text editor written for ADos 2.04 only. Takes advantage of Public
screens and the system default font. Features include folding,
shifting, vertical cut and paste, full clipboard support, macros,
scroll bar, editor buffering, printing, text locking and a tools menu.
Version 1.8, an update to version 1.0. Binary only. Author: Doug
Bakewell

CarterDockBrushes

Animbrushes and icons for use with AmiDock or ToolManager, designed to
coincide on a hires-interlaced screen with eight (8) colors. Author:
Travis Carter

CheatFont_v2.5a

A simple program which Patches the TOPAZ/8 font. You can use one out
of FIVE implemented fonts, but it’s also possible to install external
fonts via the req.library and/or the reqtools. library. Also included
in the package are 30 demofonts. OS\2.0 required, freeware, binary
only. Author: Nils ’Jon’ Gvrs

CornuDockBrushes

Two PAL pictures containing brushes to be used with AmiDock, or other
such utilities. One is in hi-res (640 x 256 2 bit planes), the other
in hi-res interlace (640 x 512 2 bit planes). Author: Gérard Cornu

GeoTime_v1.2b

A software "Geochron" that allows you to see the earth’s shadow scroll
across the world map or globe in real time, showing the earth’s
day/night state. This is version 1.2b, an update to version 1.0. Runs
under AmigaDOS 2.1 whereas earlier versions had some problems.
Shareware, binary only. Author: Mike Smithwick (Distant Suns,
AmigaTrek)

HK_Fonts
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This archive includes some nice bitmap fonts, I have designed with the
notorious FED. Most of the fonts are available only in 8 pixel size,
as I have wanted to use them with FF (can be found in WB1.3 disk’s
C-dir...). Author: Heikki Kantola

ispell_v3.3LJR

Amiga port of ISpell (spelling checker) with Arexx. This is version
3.3 an update to version 3.11 including interface with major editors.
Include C source, Port by: Loren J. Rittle

LSLabel_v1.29

A simple label printing utility. Very powerful as the user can/must do
a lot of settings by himself. Features include variable linefeeds (in
1/216 inch steps) between 21 independent lines and freely configurable
printer codes. Version 1.29, an update to version 1.12, binary only.
Author: Stefan Berendes

PagestreamDrivers

ProDraw driver version 2.1.9
Printer driver for HP DeskJet550C version 2.0
Printer driver for Toshiba P351 version 2.1

PrinterController

Printer Controller. Sends escape codes to the printer according to
ANSI standards to aid using various capabilities of the printer.
Intuition interface, runs from both the WorkBench and CLI. Includes
source in assembly Author: Kamran Karimi

RDM_Icons_Med

Version medium résolution de la série d’icônes 16 couleurs de Roger
McVey. Auteur: Michel Faubert

WorldTime_v2.1

A clock that can show you the time in any city in the world. The times
are calculated automatically using data supplied by the user.
Rewritten to take advantages of features available under Kickstart 2,
and thus will not run under 1.2 or 1.3 anymore. A commodity that can
be run from the workbench or CLI Version 2.1, an update to version
1.31, binary only. Author: Jonathan Potter

YearPrintQ_v2.5

Prints a calendar of the year onto four sheets of paper. The GUI
adapts itself automatically to the actual system font. With AmigaOS
2.1, a localization also takes place (currently German and French). A
configuration file with any holiday or special occasion definitions can
be chosen thru file requester or "drag and drop". The calendar can be
printed on every printer supported from AmigaOS either with IBM
graphics or ASCII characters. Version 2.5, requires at least AmigaOS
2.0. Includes source. Author: Dieter Temme
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BBase2View_v1.0

A Base-Viewer for Databases created with BBase2. Advantages are faster
database processing, viewing and more. Includes a print option for
single records. Requires Amiga OS2.0, version 1.00, binary only,
shareware. Author: Michael Bialas

File_v1.1

Examines given file(s) and takes an educated guess as to their
type.File types looked for include:- fonts, icons, executables,
objects, compressed, command scripts, C source, direc-tories, iffs,
LaTeX source, modula II source, shell commands and scripts, TeX source,
dvi, uuencoded, yacc, zoo, lha(rc). Version 1.1, an update by Gary
Duncan to Version 1.0 by Edwin Hoogerbeets. Changes include looking
for a few more types, improving its IQ slightly, and amending source to
compile ANSI-C under SAS/C 6.0. Includes C-source. Author: Edwin
Hoogerbeets and Gary Duncan

ISAM_v1.01

A Server/Library. Even novice programmers can store/retrieve database
records. Powerful, multi-"user", almost unlimited number/size of
records/files. Different users may access same file, file/record
locking (exclusive/shared), multiple keys/file. Keys may:
ascend/descend, overlap each other, have unique/repeatable values, be
up to 499 bytes. Many record retrieval methods. Recover Index file if
lost/corrupt. Deleted record space reclaimed. Small: server < 49K;
Resident Library < 8K. AmigaDOS V1.2 and up, shareware, binary only.
Version 1.01, contains examples w/source. Author: Scott C. Jacobs.

jed_v2.06b

Yet another programmer’s editor. Lots of features, including: total
customization, a powerful programming language, multi-file/multi-view
editing, number of windows is only limited by memory, clipboard support
(cut/paste on any unit), any window can have any (non-proportional)
font, an Arexx interface, and more. Version 2.06b. Requires OS2.0 or
later, includes source. Author: John Harper

MakeInfo_v1.49b

A modified GNU makeinfo that allows you to easily create a
AmigaGuide(R) hypertext file from a TexInfo .tex file. in addition to
the usual plain ASCII file and a TeX .dvi files. This version fixes
two nasty bugs: makeinfo working on 68030 machines only, and amiga.tex
not handling correctly all foreign characters. Version 1.49b, includes
source. Author: FSF, amiga enhancements by Reinhard Spisser and
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Sebastiano Vigna

ReadRefs_v1.1

A tool that brings the ability of references file loadings to any
editor that can call ARexx scripts or batch files. It does a fast
searching and is compatible to the format of the DMe and autodoc refs
files. Includes sample scripts for TurboText and DMe. Version 1.1,
binary only, freeware. OS 2.xx only. Author: Hans-Peter Guenther

SpellCheck_v1.4

A program which aids you in learning foreign words. You enter the
words and their translations, and then the computer quizes you later.
Version 1.4, update to version 1.3. Binary only. Author: Torgeir
Dingsxyr, Pantheon Softworks

Switcher_v1.0

A set of utilities designed for Amiga owners who use a Hewlett-Packard
LaserJet Series Printer and Pacific Data’s PacificPage P.E cartridge.
These utilities allow the user to leave the Postscript cartridge
installed at all times, and switch easily between Postscript and PCL
(standard HP) modes. Version 1.0, binary only. Author: Thomas L.
Applegate

TextRead_v1.03

A nice, fast, text file reader which was designed to replace More or
PPMore. The text output is very quick, since the program writes
directly into it’s screen memory. Supports printing, different
tabsizes, fonts and screen modes. Configurations can be saved. Search
routines use the locale library, if present. Requires OS 2.04,
ReqTools.library v37+ and PowerPacker.library v35+ (both included).
Version 37.16, release 1.03. Freeware, binary only. Author: Martin
Blom

Uedit_v4.0

The popular editor by the late Rick Stiles. Per Rick’s wishes, the
entire program, including source has been placed in the public domain
so that it may continue to grow. Uedit is a completely customizable
editor with a learn mode, a command language, menus, hypertext, online
help, a teach mode, split windows, copy and paste, undo,
spell-checking, many word-processing features and more. This is
version 4.0, an update to version 3.0. Author: Rick Stiles

Unpack disk A
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ABackup_v2.00

A powerful backup utility, that may be used both for hard disk backup
and for file archiving. Has a full Intuition interface, a "batch"
mode, can save/load file selection, handle HD floppies, etc... This is
a *MAJOR* update, with support for XPK library, child task for disk
write, error recovering when writing to a disk and more. Include both
French and English versions. This is version 2.00, an update from
version 1.60. Shareware, binary only. Author: Denis Gounelle.

ACalentool_v0.84

This is the first beta-release of the Amiga port of XCalentool, the
first good calender program for the Amiga. Author: Michael Janich

ADocII_v1.40

New version rewritten from scratch, of a help utility for the Amiga
which allows you to have permanent help on any subject you want.
Features include automatic search of any word on which you clicked,
intelligent term requester, ability to use Commodore "AutoDocs" files
and any nonproportional font, an AREXX port, and more. Both French and
English versions. This is ADoc2 version 1.40, an update from ADoc
1.40. Binary only. Author: Denis Gounelle

AmigaBase_v1.20

A hierachical, programmable, in-core Database. Version 1.20. Runs
under OS 1.3 and OS 2.0. The program has a full intuition-interface.
Features include two display methods, filter datasets, search datasets,
print datasets, and many more. Nearly everything can be realized by
programming AmigaBase. Datatypes can be Integer, Real, Boolean,
String, Memo (Text), Date and Time. Number of datasets is only limited
by available memory. Also included in the package are some
exampleprojects. Shareware. Binary only. Author: Steffen Gutmann.

Aroff_v1.01

ARoff est un programme de formattage de texte puissant et complet, avec
registres, macros, etc... : il prend en entrée un fichier comprenant
à la fois le texte et les commandes de formattage, et produit en sortie
le texte mis en page comme vous l’avez demandé. ARoff peut être
considéré comme une sorte de portage de l’utilitaire nroff, que l’on
trouve habituellement sous système UNIX. Les deux programmes sont
cependant assez différents, et il y a sûrement beaucoup de choses que
ARoff ne sait pas faire. Source incluse, auteur: Denis Gounelle

ATbl_v2.30

A program for table formating, somehow inspired by the "tbl" utility on
UNIX system. Can produce a printer output (with IBM semi-graphic
characters) or a regular IFF file which can be read by any decent
word-processing or desktop-publishing program. Both French and English
documentation. This is version 2.30, an update from version 2.20, with
bugs fixed and a few enhancements. Binary only Author: Denis Gounelle

BackUP_v3.77
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A freely distributable, shareware hard drive backup program that
features a custom Intuition interface, multi-floppy drive support,
high-density drive support, incremental/full backups, on-the-fly
compression using lh.library, optional verify, two types of backup logs
and a restorable configuration. BackUP requires Workbench 2.0.
Version 3.77, an update to version 3.5, contains several features, some
optimizations and a several few bug fixes. Binary only. Author:
Felix R. Jeske

HPIII_PCntrller_v92.02.09

"HP-III PController" is a utility for changing modes on a Pacific Page
Postscript Emulation cartridge. Binary only, author: Scott Dhomas
Trenn

ShowHyp_v1.2

ShowHyp reads the .guide Hypertext file an display like a plain text
file. Binary only, Author: Nick de Jong

FileStorage_v1.2

Small demo of a file librarian, a database for files. The database
exists as a number of index files and disks where FileStorage puts your
collection of files. FileStorage ’remembers’ how many free bytes each
storage disk has and tries to fill the disks to the maximum. For each
file you can add a 320 character long description and set 16 different
(user definable) filetypes. Searching / adding / deleting / changing
it’s all there! Version 1.2, binary only. Author: Joep Grooten

Installer_v3.1

A replacement for the installer tool by Commodore. It’s an
interactive, user-friendly installer, that can perform a complete,
sophisticated installation. GadTools user interface and the ability to
save a preferences file and a lots of options. Step by step
installation, ask, update, makedir, options, etc. Controlled by a
simple script which contains the names, patterns and/or vars of the
installation programs. OS 2.xx only, includes installation script for
itself. Version 3.1, freeware, binary only. Author: Hans-Peter
Guenther

LE-NAG_v92.10.21

LeverEdge NAG is a program to remind you of events before you miss
them. Events can be scheduled to occur once or repeat daily, weekly,
monthly or yearly. You can be alerted of the event in a number of ways
from a screen flash to a message requester. Version 92.10.21, an
update to version 92.05.02. Shareware, binary only. Author: Craig M.
Lever

Unpack disk A

Unpack disk B
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AZap_v1.11

A "new generation" binary editor able to edit files, memory, or devices
like hard disks. It can open several windows at the same time, handle
FFS/OFS file systems, and has a lot a functions (fill block, compute
checksum, base conversion, etc.). Includes both a French and an
English version. This is version 1.11, binary only. Author: Denis
Gounelle

bm2font

This is bm2font, a utility to convert pictures into TeX fonts, in C.
Amiga port & correct iff-support has been done by Steffen Gutmann

DocDump_v3.6

A print utility that puts 4 pages of text on one sheet of paper,
including page-headers. Beside the normal Dump mode, a double-sided
Booklet mode is also available. DocDump uses its own printer drivers,
making one yourself is easy. Version 3.6, binary only, shareware.
Author: Robert Grob

Fill

This program is a paragraph filler. That is, it automatically
justifies text and/or makes it into a single paragraph. It’s intended
to be invoked from inside your text editor (if your text editor can
invoke external commands) to neaten up your paragraphs, but it also
works on the command line, reading from standard input and writing to
standard output. Include source, ported by Daniel J. Barrett

FixName_v1.14

This little utility change filenames started with a large character.
Binary only, author: Mikael Nordlund

Hyper_v1.15a

Will lead you through documents that are written to be used with the
legendary ‘Am*gaGu*de’ from Commodore. An ARexx port gives access to
it from other applications. Requires OS 2.x. Version 1.15a, an update
to version 1.00. Shareware, binary only. Author: Bernd (Koessi)
Koesling

J2AG_v1.1

This program converts a Jargon file to the AmigaGuide ® format to make
it easier to follow references to other entries while reading. binary
only. Author: Svante Eriksson

JED_v2.07

Yet another programmer’s editor. Lots of features, including: total
customization, a powerful programming language, multi-file/multi-view
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editing, number of windows is only limited by memory, clipboard support
(cut/paste on any unit), any window can have any (non-proportional)
font, an Arexx interface, and more. Version 2.07,. Requires OS2.0 or
later, includes source. Author: John Harper

MakeASCII

Removes special signs from file. binary only. Author: Kenneth
Nilsen.

MiniFonts

"Mini" fonts, system replacement fonts. Author: Risto Paasivirta

PagestreamDrivers

prodraw.import
This is ProDraw import driver version 2.1.10 for Pagestream.
tiff.import
This TIFF import driver version 2.2.2 for Pagestream.

ppcompress_v0.95

PPCompress reduces the size of the named files using the PowerPacker
compression scheme, available through the powerpacker.library.
includes source. Author: David Champion

PrintManager_v1.0

A printer spooler for AmigaDOS 2.0 or later. Works with all programs,
whether they use the parallel or serial device, use PRT: or the
printer device directly, are printing text or graphics, and has an
Intuition interface. Version 1.0, binary only. Author: Nicola
Salmoria

PSUtils

Some cli utilities for the manipulation of PostScript files. Includes:
psbook - rearranges pages into signatures; psnup - uses pstops to merge
multiple pages per sheet; psselect - selects pages and page ranges;
pstops - performs general page rearrangement and selection; and epsffit
- fits an EPSF file to a given bounding box. Includes source. Author:
Angus Duggan, amiga port by Jonathan Hudson

Reverse

Reverses the content of a file. binary only. Author: Kenneth Nilsen.

RomCon_v1.10

Converts a decimal value into a value represented by roman numbers.
You can convert from decimal to roman or from roman to decimal. E.g.
’1992’ equals ’MCMXCII’. Version 1.10, freeware, binary only. Author:
Chris Vandierendonck

S-Text_v1.1
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Turns texts into completely self-contained, self-displaying compressed
files callable from Workbench or a CLI. S-Texts will save disk space
and can be transferred from disk to disk without having to think about
reader and decompression compatibility. Freeware, binary only.
Author: Chas A. Wyndham

StripANSI_v1.2

Removes all ANSI codes from a text file so that only the bare text
remains. It is useful for editing terminal program capture buffers.
Two versions are provided: one for the command line (CLI) and one with
a full Intuition interface. You can selectively strip certain codes,
and generate a report. New features include more codes, better help,
and tab expansion. Version 1.2, an update to version 1.0, Includes
source in ’C’. Author: Syd L. Bolton

TKEd_v1.11

TKEd is a very comfortable Intuition-based ASCII editor with an english
and german user-interface. It can read texts packed with PowerPacker,
has user-definable menus, a comfortable AREXX interface with 109
commands, an interface to some errortools for programmers, macros,
undo, wordwrap, supports foldings, has an online help mode, and many
other features. TKEd is re-entrant and can be made resident. It’s
Kickstart 1.3/2.04 compatible, supports the new ECS-screenmodes, an
application window and checks itself for linkviruses. Version 1.11, an
update to version 1.05. Binary only. Author: Tom Kroener

TogglePrt

Arexx & AmigaDOS script to toggle between two printer drivers on the
fly. Author: Brian J. Cerveny

TracersFonts

These two fonts are based loosely on the Lucida-Typewriter fonts on the
Sun Sparcstation. They’re 6x6, and quite readable on a 640x200
workbench, if you want to have multiple viewable console windows but
don’t care for interlace flicker... Author: Peter da Silva

TyrvasFonts

This is a small 6 & 8 points bitmap system replacement font.

WoMan_v2.01

Woman stands for Window Operated MANuals. It is a user friendly
program that displays on the screens manual pages for all AmigaDOS
commands and many more. This Evaluation version comes with a
restricted set of manuals and can only read 30 manuals per directory.
Look at the bottom of this file to get the full list of manuals that
comes with the registered version. Binary only. Author: Bernard
Piette

WorkFILE_v1.32

Small but useful tool to interchange ASCII files between different
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operating systems. Converts foreign symbols and adapts linefeed codes.
Can also be used to expand tabs to multiple spaces or vice versa. It
has builtin templates for interchange between Amiga, MS-DOS, OS/2 and
UNIX systems. Profiles can be used for common adaptions. The new
version contains new templates and the memory management system has
been revised and optimized. Version 1.32, an update to version 1.11.
Includes source in C. Author: Joerg Fenin
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ABackup_v2.40

ABackup est un programme de sauvegarde écrit pour l’Amiga. Il peut
être utilisé aussi bien pour sauvegarder votre disque dur que pour
archiver des fichiers, dispose d’une interface Intuition complète, et
peut utiliser la bibliothèque XPK. Sous système 2.0, ABackup reconnait
les liens et est capable de gérer les disquettes Haute Densité.
Auteur: Denis Gounelle

AmiGantt_v4.03.00

Enclosed in this archive is version 4.03.00 of AMIGANTT, a simple
project definition and management tool developed for the Amiga (TM).
This is an enhancement bug fix release to the 4th general release of
AmiGantt available to registered users and other shareware
afficianatoes. Author: Donald R. Tolson

AmigaVisionPlayer_v2.04

This archive contains a freely redistributable player program called
AVPlayer. AVPlayer is a version of AmigaVision Professional without
the Flow Editor. It allows you to play back flows created in
AmigaVision Professional or AmigaVision 1.7

AmiTODAY_v1.20

AmiTODAY is a small program for reminding you of birthdays and other
important events. With the data-files you can get a small history
lesson once a day, like birthdays of famous persons. Or exact dates of
special events. The files are also useful if you are searching for the
date when something happed. You can also create special
birthday-cards. Binary only, author: Jonas Svensson

Astrolog_v2.25

Amiga port of ’astrolog’ with graphics. The Astrolog program computes
so-called astro-charts for each persons birth hour and location. These
can be displayed in a table (ASCII-Form, the most important), or as a
XBitmap (in a Window or a file which can be converted with ’xbmtopbm |
ppmtoilbm’), which may look quite pretty. The program does not compute
horoscopes or foresayings, it only displays the constellation of the
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stars, the ’houses’ and the ’aspects’. For the interpretation of these
you may consult an expert, who is able to do some things which may tell
you something about your character or your fortune. I myself don’t
believe in anything of this, but I think the program should work in the
way it is supposed to do. It has been ported from the Unix/X-Windows
version. Most parts of the X-Windows Graphics have been ported too.
To dump a BitMap you need a minimum amount of 2.5 MBytes of continuous
memory. Binary only. The X-Windows emulation has been done by
Kruemelmonster2000

Convert_v2.0

Convert is a programme that provides the means to easily convert
numerical values between international, imperial and US systems of
measurement. It does this in twelve different fields of measurement
including area, capacity, density, energy, fuel consumption, length,
power, pressure, speed (velocity), temperature, volume and weight.
Convert is so easy to use that you may never need to read this doc file
but I have made it comprehensive for the benefit of everybody. Auteur:
Mike Fuller

DFA_v1.1_20.11.92

NOT just another address utility. DFA(ddress) features email support,
dialing, different types of printing addresses, full commodity support,
application icon, Arexx port, font sensitive windows and can be fully
directed by the keyboard. This is version 1.1. Shareware, binary
only. Author: Dirk Federlein

EconKnow_v1.0

EconKnow v1.0 is a financial program containing 15 money related
functions. Results from each function are presented in a window with a
print option. Menu choices cover such topics as Future Value,
Deposits, Investments, Loans, Interest, Present Worth, and Equivalent
Costs. binary only. Author: George W. Kell

SysInfo_v3.11

Sysinfo is an Amiga Sytem Information program. It interrogates the
Amiga and determines types of hardware, software, modes, speed etc.
Users have found it very useful for determining correct operation of an
Amiga before purchase and that the unit actually contains hardware that
they are paying for, without having to open it up. It is under
constant revision, and these revisions are available from myself at any
time. My goal is to make SysInfo the most informative and accurate
information program on the Amiga. To do this I need your feedback and
suggestions. binary only. Author: Nic Wilson

Textra_v1.3

Textra 1.13 is the User-Friendly Text Editor for the Amiga.
Easy-to-use and full of features... background printing and ARexx
script operation, UNDO, multiple windows in different fonts,
convienient ’mouse-drag-select’ paradigm, and the list goes on.
Author: Mike Haas
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TrueED_v5.5

A shareware editor. Version 5.5, and update to version 3.40. No
documentation, binary only. Author: Jurgen Klein
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ADocII_v2.00

ADoc2 est une nouvelle version de ADoc, qui a été réécrit entièrement
afin de supprimer certaines limitations et de pouvoir ajouter plusieurs
améliorations. Notez que certaines incompatibilités sont apparues,
principalement au niveau des arguments. Ce programme fonctionne de la
même façon sous les versions 1.3 et 2.0 du système. Auteur: Denis
Gounelle

APrf_v2.01

APrf2 est une nouvelle version de APrf, capable d’utiliser les
fonctions de la version 2.0 du système. Ce programme peut toujours
être utilisé avec le système 1.3, bien que certaines des nouvelles
possibilités ne soient pas disponibles dans ce cas. APrf est un
utilitaire d’impression qui permet (entre autres) l’ajout d’une entête,
d’un pied de page, de marges, la numérotation des lignes, l’impression
sur plusieurs colonnes, etc... et utilise les valeurs fixées dans les
Préférences. APrf dispose de plus d’un port compatible AREXX, d’une
fenêtre d’application (ou "AppWindow", sous système 2.0 uniquement) et
peut charger des fichiers compactés par "PowerPacker 2.3b" ou par
"PowerPacker Pro 3.0b". Auteur: Denis Gounelle

MultiPrint_v1.3

MultiPrint is a program for printing text files to both sides of a
page, in multiple columns, and very small, or very large, high quality
fonts. MultiPrint makes use of many Amiga OS Release 2.04 features,
and so requires at least this revision of the operating system. These
features include Compugraphic Scalable Font technology, to produce
characters to the correct size at the full resolution of the, printer,
and the correct aspect ratios. Source available by author, Author:
John Matthews

PostView_v1.00

A front end program based on the Post library. Binary only, Author:
Ralph Schmidt

Post_v1.86enh

Post 1.7 is a great PostScript viewer, and my enhancements fix some of
its more glaring bugs and add functionality. Post V1.86enh allows the
user to view PostScript documents on screen, send them to ANY
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preferences supported printer (contrary to claims made in the recent
announcement of GhostScript for the Amiga), or create an IFF-ILBM file
from the PostScript file. There are also separate programs in the
distribution (unchanged from Mr. Aylward’s distribution of version
1.7) which allow printing to the HP LaserJet and compatibles (faster
than printing through preferences) and which allow band printing for
printers with limited memory. includes source. Author: Robert Poole

PrintManager_v1.1

A printer spooler for AmigaDOS 2.0 or later. Works with all programs,
whether they use the parallel or serial device, use PRT: or the
printer device directly, are printing text or graphics, and has an
Intuition interface. Version 1.1, binary only. Author: Nicola
Salmoria

PStream_new_modules

New Import modules for PageStream 2: ART Expression EPS, Adobe
Illustrator 3.0, ProWrite (includes version 3.3), Final Copy.

S-Text_v1.2

Turns texts into completely self-contained, self-displaying compressed
files callable from Workbench or a CLI. S-Texts will save disk space
and can be transferred from disk to disk without having to think about
reader and decompression compatibility. Freeware, binary only.
Author: Chas A. Wyndham
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ABackup_v2.42

A powerful backup utility, that may be used both for hard disk backup
and for file archiving. Features include a full Intuition interface, a
"batch" mode, save/load file selection, support for HD floppies,
support for XPK library, a child task for disk write, error recovery
when writing to a disk, cyclic backup to and restore from several
drives, optional data compression, function to rebuild the catalog,
support for both soft and hard links, and more. Includes French and
English versions. Version 2.42, an update to version 2.40. Shareware,
binary only. Author: Denis Gounelle

AMaster_v1.5ß

An address database program with sort, search and selections after each
field. The number of entries depends only on the free memory. Has a
lot of print options including a print to screen function. Has a full
online help system. Includes both German and English versions. Is
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font independent and has been tested under 2.04 and 3.0. Requires
AmigaDOS 2.04 or higher. This is version 1.5ß, freeware, binary only.
Author: Hans-Peter Guenther

AmigaBase_v1.22

A hierachical, programmable, in-core database that runs under OS 1.3
and OS 2.0. Has a full intuition interface. Features include two
display methods, filter datasets, search datasets, print datasets, and
much more. Nearly everything can be realized by programming AmigaBase.
Datatypes can be Integer, Real, Boolean, String, Memo (Text), Date and
Time. Number of datasets is only limited by available memory. Also
included in the package are some example projects. Version 1.22, an
update to version 1.20. Shareware, binary only. Author: Steffen
Gutmann

AmigaFamilyTree_v1.0

Amiga Family Tree (AFT) is a genealogy database program for maintaining
information about any number of family histories. binary only.
Author: Andrew M Hounsell

Convert_v2.0

A program that provides the means to easily convert numerical values
between international, Imperial and US systems of measurement. It does
this in twelve fields of measurement, including area, capacity,
density, energy, fuel consumption, length, power, pressure, speed
(velocity), temperature, volume and weight. It has a flexible, easy to
use GUI and works under OS 1.3 and 2.xx. The registered version also
has an ARexx port. Version 2.0, shareware, binary only. Author: Mike
Fuller

EditKeys_v1.3

A keymap editor. Supports editing of string, dead and modifiable keys,
as well as control of repeatable and capsable status of each key. Runs
equally well under AmigaDOS 1.3 or 2.0. This is version 1.3, an update
to version 1.2. Binary only. Author: David Kinder

MemoMaster_v2.0

A program that warns you about events (like birthdays and
anniversaries) as they approach. Version 2, includes source. Author:
Jeff Flynn

Most_v1.42

Most is a 2.0 only textviewer which I wrote with full workbench support
in mind. First at all an overview of interesting features: unlimited
number of windows, each text has its own process, search function,
highly configurable, clipboard support, "click-and-load" function for
includes, font sensitive GUI, PubScreen, CustomScreen or Workbench,
AppWindow, AppIcon, ARexx Port, localization with locale.library,
AmigaGuide support, XPK support, pipe support, as mentioned, kickstart
2.0 is requiered. Binary only. Author: Uwe Röhm
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MultiPrint_v1.4

MultiPrint is a program for printing text files to both sides of a
page, in multiple columns, and very small, or very large, high quality
fonts. Binary only. Author: John Matthews

Nag_v1.01

Nag is a scheduler/reminder commodity written for OS 2.04. It is
designed keep track of an unlimited number of events and, at the time
of the event, flash the screen and display a requester to remind you of
it. It can be configured to display a reminder for an event occuring
only once or for events that occur on a weekly basis. Currently Nag
cannot handle semi-weekly, monthly, or yearly events. Include C
source, Author: David Walthour

NoteEdit_v1.0

NoteEdit is a utility to write and save crypted notes. The ability of
an automatic diary is included as well. Version 1.0, freeware,
includes source. Author: Benjamin Stegemann

oleo_v1.2.2

Version 1.2.2 of the GNU spreadsheet. needs >020,ixemlib. This
version seem to work fairly well. All I did to "port" this thing was
basically to recompile. It uses the CLI and a termcap file. I have
included the termcap that works for me. Place it in a directory and
assign ETC: to that directory. I have included libcurses.a and
libtermcap.a I used to compile the program. I compiled these from PD
sources. The program has an interface for I/O that could be better
adapted to the amiga. The X interface includes support for fonts and
mouse. Some amiga guru could write a nice interface this would be an
nice program. As is, it is a good utilitarian program for those who
need a spreadsheet now.

PrintDuplex_v1.0.0

PrintDuplex is an Amiga utility which will print PostScript or ASCII
text files to a laser printer or printer with single-sheet capability,
two pages per sheet. It will not work with printers which rely on
continous forms. PrintDuplex has a fairly naive notion of a document:
a stream of pages numbered 1-N where N is an even number. You can
print documents having an odd number of pages. PrintDuplex will supply
the "missing" (blank) page. Binary only. Author: Mark R. Rinfret

ProWriteConvert_v2.0

ProWrite File Convert converts files created with other Amiga word
processors into ProWrite files (which are also compatible with
QuickWrite), preserving as much of the document’s content as possible.
This means that you won’t lose the document’s headers, footers,
paragraph margins, justification, and character styles when converting
them to ProWrite format. Binary only. Author: New Horizons Software,
Inc.

QuickFile_v1.2
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A flexible, fast and easy to use flat file database using random access
with intelligent buffering to minimise disk access, multiple indexes
for fast access to records, form and list style screens and reports,
and fast sorting and searching. Files are quickly and easily defined,
and fields can be added, changed or deleted at any time. Binary only.
Author: Alan Wigginton

XDME_v1.82.08

Version 1.82.08 of Matt’s text editor. XDME is a not so simple WYSIWYG
editor designed for programmers. It is not a WYSIWYG word processor in
the traditional sense. Features include arbitrary key mapping, FAST
scrolling, title-line statistics multiple windows, and ability to
iconify windows. This new version has some bugs fixed, many new
commands and several other new enhancements. Author: Matt Dillon,
Enhanced by Aaron Digulla
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ADoc_II_v3.00

ADocII est une nouvelle version de ADoc, qui a été réécrit entièrement
afin de supprimer certaines limitations et de pouvoir ajouter plusieurs
améliorations. Notez que certaines incompatibilités sont apparues,
principalement au niveau des arguments. Ce programme fonctionne de la
même façon sous les versions 1.3 et 2.0 du système. Version 3
Reconnait et gère les fichiers AmigaGuide entre autre. Binaire
seulement, Auteur: Denis Gounelle

APrf_II_v2.10

APrf2 est une nouvelle version de APrf, capable d’utiliser les
fonctions de la version 2.0 du système. Ce programme peut toujours
être utilisé avec le système 1.3, bien que certaines des nouvelles
possibilités ne soient pas disponibles dans ce cas. APrf est un
utilitaire d’impression qui permet (entre autres) l’ajout d’une entête,
d’un pied de page, de marges, la numérotation des lignes, l’impression
sur plusieurs colonnes, etc... et utilise les valeurs fixées dans les
Préférences. APrf dispose de plus d’un port compatible AREXX, d’une
fenêtre d’application (ou "AppWindow", sous système 2.0 uniquement) et
peut charger des fichiers compactés par "PowerPacker 2.3b" ou par
"PowerPacker Pro 3.0b". Version 2.10 incluant quelques ajouts et
corrections, Binare seulement Auteur: Denis Gounelle

DiskCat_v1.2

DiskCat a very flexible disk cataloger. User specified catagory names,
deletable/moveable categories and files, automatic database addition on
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disk-insert. A 40 character comment can be entered for each file. You
move around by double clicking on the catagories or by using the ROOT
and PARENT gadget and/or menu selection. Requires 2.x, binary only
Author: Kenny E. Nagy

DiskPrint_DEMO_v3.59

A label database which prints and stores disk labels for 3.5" and 5.25"
disks, designed as a combined database and print utility. Includes
easy-to-use label library functions (like printing labels for a whole
FD series in one turn or multiple print of one label), fast search
routine, user-definable label layout, different label sizes,
intuition-based disk directory read-in and a lot more. Very
configurable. Excellent printer support and OS compatibility. Now
includes DESKJET support for single label sheets. English (PAL & NTSC)
and German versions. This is version 3.59, an update to version 3.43.
Shareware, binary only. Author: Jan Geissler

DocPrint_v2.00

A papersaver for those who use fanfold paper in their printers. Prints
odd and even pages separately with pagenumbers and header and footer.
Can be called from Workbench or via CLI with textname as argument for
use with DirOpus or SID. Can print powerpacked files. All settings
can be stored in a config file. Comes in two versions, English and
german. Needs powerpacker.library (included) and PAL-mode. (PAL
switcher included) This is version 2.00, shareware, binary only.
Written in Modula2. Author: Hartmut Jager (Bari-Soft)

LE-NAG_v93.03.03

LeverEdge NAG is a program to remind you of events before you miss
them. Events can be scheduled to occur once or repeat daily, weekly,
monthly or yearly. You can be alerted of the event in a number of ways
from a screen flash to a message requester. Version 93.03.03, an
update to version 92.10.21. Shareware, binary only. Author: Craig M.
Lever

Most_v1.45

Most is a 2.0 only textviewer which features: unlimited number of
windows, each text has its own process, search function, highly
configurable, clipboard support, "click-and-load" function for
includes, font sensitive GUI, PubScreen, CustomScreen or Workbench,
AppWindow, AppIcon, ARexx Port, localization with locale.library,
AmigaGuide support, XPK support, pipe support. Binary only. Author:
Uwe Röhm

OnTheBall_v1.0demo

Calendar, Addressbook, To-Do List, NotePad. This program is
commercial. You are extended a limited 30 day license to examine the
program only. binary only Author: Pure Logic Software

Reminder_v1.20

The system consists of two programs. Reminder is for entering your
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events to a database file, and ReminderCheck is put into your
WBStartup, where it is run every time you boot and reminds you about
the events and then quits. Both programs use ReqTools.library.
Compiled with SAS/C 6.2 with optimization, but the source can be
compiled with DICE also. Author: Matti Rintala

sqldb_v27-3-93

SQL dababase with arexx support. Version 27-3-93 includes features &
bug fix. Binary only. Author: Kyle Saunders

VideoMaxe_v4.11

VideoMaxe is THE Video Organizer for the Amiga. It satifies all needs
of the private video user, its multiple functions are numberless.
binary only Author: Stephan Sürken

Wiconvert_v0.10

A program to convert a windows icon to an iff picture. Very crude
right now. Include source in AMOS, Author: Jay Gramlich
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AmigaBase_v1.30

A hierarchical programmable database, ideal for managing music
casettes, videos, addresses, etc. Complex applications like a finance
manager with automatic printing of transfer forms and writing client
accounts is no problem for AmigaBase, too. binary only. Author:
Steffen Gutmann

bBaseIII_v1.1

An easy to use, versatile, yet full featured database program. Search
or sort on any field, (un)delete records, print mailing labels or
envelopes, get printouts in many formats, scramble files, flag records,
and more. Fields are user-configurable, so bBase can be used to keep
track of addresses, tape or video collections, recipe files, or
whatever.The successor to bBaseII. Version 1.1, an upgrade to bBaseII,
version V5.5. Binary only, shareware. Author: Robert Bromley

ButlerJames_v2.4

A database program designed primarily for address management, but can
be used for other purposes as well. Hotkey activated, allows you send
selected groups of data directly to the keyboard input stream or
printer. Binary only. Author: Christoph Zens

Calendar_v5.0
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This program gives a calendar of upcoming events. All existing
programs for keeping track of events usually require interaction
between the user and the program. This program is meant to be run
during your Startup-Sequence, or click on it’s icon, and not to be used
interactively. You can specify many different types of repeating
events so that you don’t have to worry about missing anything.
Programmable advanced warning of events. Binary only, Author: Don
Grout

CyberX10

A program that can be used to control the CP290 home computer interface
for use with the X10 home automation system. It requires KickStart
2.04+ and supports localization under WorkBench 2.1+. Includes
documentation in AmigaGuide format. Includes source. Author:
Christopher Wichura

DFA_v1.22

‘DFA’ is *not* just another address programm. You can look up the
addresses quite fast; support for email addresses is given as well. Of
coursethere are already some similar pieces of software which do nearly
the same - well *nearly*! Arexx, OS2.0+. binary only. Author: Dirk
Federlein

EdWord_v2.2

EdWord was designed as a programmer’s text editor but it also offers
many numerous and powerful functions that could be of use to absolutely
anyone. Based around an extremely user-friendly and eye-friendly to
make it easier to use for novices and professionals. binary only.
Author: Martin Reddy

GraphPaper

This program creates graph paper. You specify what spacings and such
you want, and the program prints a sheet of graph paper onto on any
preferences supported printer that is capable of printing graphics.
System 2.0 or later is required. Include c source, Author: Bill Ames

Hyper_v1.17e

Will lead U through documents that are written to be used with the
legendary "AmigaGuide®" from C=. An ARexx port gives access to it from
other applications. The program is shareware, but unlimited. Needs
OS2.xx. Version 1.17e, Author: Koessi

LabelSelect_v4

This utility is designed for printing small batches of address labels
for a few individuals. eg 5 for Fred, 10 for Anne, etc. It is not
intended for printing a lot of individual labels for a list of people.
WorkBench 2+ ONLY. Binary only, Author: JPM ’aka: Gnome’

LP_v1.18

A very powerful tool to prepare text files for printer output. Offers
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a great variety of options including indention, page headers, page
numbering, multi-columns and WITH files. Includes TI and FILES, two
utilities to check your printer output and create WITH files for LP.
Version 1.18, includes source in C. Author: Tobias Ferber

MultiPrint_v1.12

MultiPrint is a program for printing text files to both sides of a
page, in multiple columns, and very small, or very large, high quality
fonts. Very efficient. Kick2.x and higher. binary only. Author:
Martin Reddy

Nag_v1.14

Nag is a scheduler/reminder commodity written for OS 2.04. It is
designed keep track of an unlimited number of events and, at the time
of the event, flash the screen and display a requester to remind you of
it. It can be configured to display a reminder for an event occuring
only once or for events that occur on a weekly basis. Includes source
in C. Author: David Walthour

Nenscript_v1.3

This directory contains the sources for nenscript, a clone of the
proprietary enscript program from Adobe Systems, which is a good ASCII
to Postscript converter. Include c source, Author: Craig Southeren,
ported by : Dylan McNamee

PostView_v1.1

A front end program based on the Post library. Binary only, Author:
Ralph Schmidt

VideoMaxe_v4.12

VideoMaxe is THE Video Organizer for the Amiga. It satifies all needs
of the private video user, its multiple functions are numberless.
binary only Author: Stephan Sürken

XDME_v1.82.10

Version 1.82.10 of Matt’s text editor. Features include arbitrary key
mapping, FAST scrolling, title-line statistics multiple windows, and
ability to iconify windows. Bugs fixed, many new commands and several
other new enhancements. Author: Matt Dillon, Enhanced by Aaron
Digulla
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ArJay_Genealogist_v3.04
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ArJay Genealogist is a specialized database for keeping track of
genealogical information. It features a full, easy to use Intuition
interface. The program is totally non-sexist and secular in nature,
and correctly handles multiple marriages, "unconventional" marriages,
adopted children, and unmarried parents. The printed reports include
descendant and pedigree charts, personal details reports, family group
sheets, and index lists of people and families. Free-form note files
can be created using any editor, and IFF pictures can be viewed using
any IFF viewer, from within the program. Many more features. Up to
1000 people per database, with databases held in RAM for maximum speed
and responsiveness. AmigaDOS 2.04+ required. 1 Meg RAM recommended.
Version 3.04, binary only. Author: Robbie J Akins

AZ_v1.54

AZ est un EDITEUR DE TEXTES, ce qui veut dire que toute l’information
contenue dans les fichiers qu’il crée est constituée de caractères,
imprimables ou non. Contrairement à un traitement de textes, AZ
n’ajoute pas à l’enregistrement de commandes codées qui, soustraites du
texte à la lecture, sont interprétées pour modifier l’affichage ou
l’impression (formatage, justification, changement de police de
caractères dans le texte...). Binaire seulement. Auteur: Jean-Michel
Forgeas

Cardbase_v1.0

Cardbase was designed to be simple to use and easy to understand but
still have all the features that the average trading card collector
needs to keep track of cards and generate easy to read lists of his or
her collection. Evaluation version, Edit and Remove option have been
removed. Binary only, Author: Vic Freed

DocDumpDrv

More printer drivers for DocDumpV3.6 (CAM #720). Included are drivers
for the HP-Deskjet+, HP-Deskjet500 and HP-Laserjet SeriesII. The
Laserjet version uses a softfont, which is included. Author: Robert
Grob

GoldED_v0.91

The ideas behind this editor were: user-friendliness and speed. Based
on OS2.1/3.0, a fast CPU, sufficient RAM and a hard disk. Binary only.
Author: Dietmar Eilert

HomeManagerPro_v1.27demo

Now contains the following modules: Appointment Scheduler, ToDo List
(with Dialer), Notepad (ASCII and ANSI), Personal Inventory Database,
Address Book (with Dialer), Important Phone Number List (with Dialer),
Wallet (Credit card Database with Dialer), Area Codes (Area codes for
the world), My Computer (with Dialer). Binary only, Author: Itchycoo
Productions

IguanaLoan_v1.0

IguanaLoan is a loan calculator that will calculate one of the standard
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loan variables: Loan Amount, Interest Rate, Payment Length, or Monthly
Payment if you give it values for the three other variables. In all
cases, it will calculate the Total Interest that will be paid over the
life of the loan. Binary only, Author: Richard McGowen

JMore_v0.03

Japanese More for reading Kanji document, include source, Author: H.
Ohkubo

Moor_v1.6

Yet another text file viewer. Handling for powerpacked files.
Reqtools requesters. Real time scroll bar. Handles ANSI codes & tabs.
SMALL code, FAST scrolling! Selectable screen mode and size. Text
search. Binary only. Author: John Babina II

MuchMore_v3.2.10

MuchMore is another program like More, Less etc. that prints
ASCII-Files to the screen. Runs in its own screen <80 chars/line> and
scrolls softly or at incredible speed. Search and print available.
Future compatible. Include Modula source, Author: Christian Stiens
Version 3.2.10 contain new features.

MultiPrint_v2.01

MultiPrint is a program for printing text files to both sides of a
page, in multiple columns, and very small, or very large, high quality
fonts. version 2.1 include new features and bugs fix. Source in
M2Sprint Modula2 available from author, Author: John Matthews

Paginate_v1.00

Can do both pagination and line numbering on files. Binary only.
Author: Fergus Duniho

PrintManager_v2.0

A printer spooler for AmigaDOS 2.0 or later. Works with all programs,
whether they use the parallel or serial device, use PRT: or the
printer device directly, are printing text or graphics, and has an
Intuition interface. Version 2.0, include new features and 1 bug fix.
binary only. Author: Nicola Salmoria
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Adressen_v1.75

This program is an address database with filter function, the doc is in
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german but since an english version of the program is included it’s not
difficult to understand. Binary only, author: Rüdiger Dreier

AmigaBase_v1.31

A hierarchical programmable database, ideal for managing music
casettes, videos, addresses, etc. Complex applications like a finance
manager with automatic printing of transfer forms and writing client
accounts is no problem for AmigaBase, too. version 1.31 include new
features and bugs fix. binary only. Author: Steffen Gutmann

AmigaFamilyTree_v1.2

Amiga Family Tree (AFT) is a genealogy database program for maintaining
information about any number of family histories. Version 1.2 include
new features and bugs fix, binary only. Author: Andrew M Hounsell

BondManager_v1.0

B-MAN, the Bond-MANager, is an easy to use home inventory program. You
can get a snapshot of your bonds value and track the serial numbers
etc. Binary only, author: Jim Bryan

Budget93_v10.0

Ernie’s Budget program for maintaining checking, credit card accounts
and personal budgets. Journal input accounting for each checking and
card account. Automatic distribution of journal entries into account
categories. Reports by month for journal and account categories.
Example journals included. Version 10.00, binary only, shareware.
Author: Ernie Nelson

DFA_v1.23

‘DFA’ is *not* just another address programm. You can look up the
addresses quite fast; support for email addresses is given as well.
Arexx, OS2.0+. Version 1.23 include new features and bugs fix, binary
only. Author: Dirk Federlein

FHSpread_v1.71

A Spreadsheet program that uses its own custom screen. Can be switched
between hires, laced and PAL, NTSC. Version 1.71, should work on any
amiga with at least 1MB. Binary only. Author: Frank Hartog

GoalKeeper_v1.0

Computer Soccer administration program. With this program you can
create your own mini-League with up to eight teams. Is fit for the
European and the UK way of counting scores. Now you can really find
out who’s the best at ’Kick Off 2’, ’Sensible Soccer’ or real soccer!
Version 1.0, includes source. Author: Camiel Rouweler

InventoryManager_v2.0

I-MAN, the Inventory-MANager, is an easy to use home inventory program.
The program is amigaized with many pull down menus, gadgets, and
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buttons. Keyboard equivalents have been added, where useful, and these
keyboard equivalents are mainly in the information entry screens.
Version 2.0 include new features, Binary only, author: Jim Bryan

NFL_Stats_v1.0

NFL Stats will allow the user to enter the scores for any particular
week in the NFL and then allow him to display these statistics in
different ways. It also allows him to predict (to some degree of
accuracy) the scores for the following weeks. Full printer support.
Binary only, Author: Peter J Binkley

Recall_v1.4

A reminder program with lot of features, include source, Author: Ketil
Hunn

StickIt_v1.02

StickIt is a computer replacement for the ol’ Post-It note. It allows
you to stick notes onto your screen which will be displayed every time
you re-boot; useful to remind you of things to do. Include source,
Author: Andy Dean

TheHomeAccountant_v1.00

Allows you to maintain an account database, budget account
expenditures, and obtain a basic balance for an account or a
transaction base. binary only. Author: Vincent Platt

X10Commander_v1.0

Allows owners of the X10(R) CP290 HOME CONTROL INTERFACE to program the
128 event capable interface or send direct commands through it to
control lights, appliances, etc... Version 1.0, binary only. Author:
Gregory MacKay
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3page

3page is a little hack to print documents in 3 columns per page, using
landscape and a very tiny font. It is configured for a Hp-DeskJet 510,
but might work on other HP-printers. Includes source in Pascal.
Author: Hennig Peters

AddCR_v1.0

Yet another Amiga/IBM text file converter, which converts Amiga style
EOL to PC format, and reverse. Fully public domain, no warranties.
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Includes source in C. Author: Son Le

ADtoHT_v1.3

A program to convert AutoDoc-files to AmigaGuide-format. Creates links
to functions and include-files. Requires OS2.0+. Version 1.3 include
new features and bugs fix, includes source, freeware. Author:
Christian Stieber

Banner_v1.4

Create banners. By default BANNER uses an internal font that is ideal
for title pages or sources headers. You may also render your banner
from any amiga font with (nearly) unlimited font size and variable
aspect. Version 1.4, binary only. Author: Tobias Ferber

Columns_v2.5

A GUI-based "paper-saving" utility. Allows you to print text in
columns and use various compression modes (up to 160 characters per
line and 180 lines per standard DIN A4 page). 5.6 times more
characters than in usual modes, but still readable. Written completely
in assembly. Kickstart 2.0 and 3.0 compatible, Kickstart 2.0 look,
Keyboard controls and saveable settings. Version 2.5, binary only.
Author: Martin Mares, Tomas Zikmund

GoldED_v0.94

The basic design goals of this editor were: user-friendliness and
speed. Based on OS2.1/3.0, a fast CPU, sufficient RAM and a hard disk.
Version 0.94 include lot of new features, Binary only. Author:
Dietmar Eilert

Less_v1.6Z

A text file reader, descended from Unix "Less." This version adds an
option to suppress opening a new window, using the existing CLI window
instead (especially useful with an AUX: shell), and includes some
minor bug fixes. This is version 1.6Z, an update to version 1.4Z.
Includes source in SAS C 6.3. Author: Ray Zarling et. al.

Lyr-O-Mat_v1.1

A simple, fun program designed to generate sentences out of a word list
and a sentence pattern database. German and English database included.
Version 1.1, an update to version 1.0. Includes source. Author:
Karlheinz Klingbeil

MRMan_v2.0.0

MRMan is a document browsing tool for the Amiga family of computers.
Though it borrows part of its name from the Un*x ‘man’ command, it’s
actually quite different in its operation. MRMan will let you store
your online documents in any location - in a separate document
hierarchy, in multiple hierarchies spread out over multiple partitions,
in the same directories as the associated programs, etc. Binary only.
Author: Mark R. Rinfret
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Pager_v1.0

A program to number lines and pages for various kinds of text. It uses
printf style formattings and has a lot of cli options, including lines
per page, multiple sources, quiet option etc. Requires AmigaDOS 2.04
or higher. This is version 1.00, freeware, binary only. Author:
Hans-Peter Guenther

PgsDrivers

PageStream Import Modules:

WordPerfect, Tny, TIFF, Rediger, ProWrite, ProDraw, PCX, Neochrome,
Metafile, MacPaint, MacEPS, IMG, Illustrator, IFFILBM_Pal,
IFFILBM_NTSC, IFFFTXT, IBMEPS, GIF, FinalCopy, Excellence, EPS, Draw,
DR2D, DegasC, Degas, Degas (export), Crayon64, ColorPal, AscII, AscII
(export), AegisDraw, AEeps, 1stWord.

Author: SoftLogik

PgsPrinters

All PageStream printer drivers:

X4020C, X4020BW, Tek4693, T351C, T351, T341, SpectraStar, SB10,
Preference, PostScript, PlotMaster, PJ1080A, Pixelmaster, Oki84,
Oki390, Oki293c, Oki293, Oki292c, Oki292, Oki192, Oki182, NecP7, NecP6,
NecP3, NecCP7, NecCP6, MTS80, MT180, LQ2550C, LQ2550, LQ2500c, LQ2500,
LaserXPress, LA50, KodakC4, JX730, IMG, ImageIIC, ImageII, IFFILBM,
IBMOkimateC, IBMOkimate, HPThinkJet, HPSlow, HPPaintXLC, HPPaintc,
HPPaint, HPLJ4, HPLaser, HPGL, HPDJ550c, HPDJ500c, HPDeskJet,
Gemini15X, Gemini10X, EpsonXW, EpsonXOW, EpsonXO, EpsonXCW, EpsonXC,
EpsonX, EpsonQW, EpsonQCW, EpsonQC, EpsonQ, Diconix150, C8510SC,
C8510S, C8510A, C150, BJ330, BJ130e, BJ130, BJ10e, ANSI364.

Author: SoftLogik

Postsplit_v1.05

Pagestream Postscript file splitter. Also includes a couple of text
files: pgsfonts.lst -- a listing of the most common DMF Pagestream
font ID numbers. Useful for finding what fonts were used in a
document. Adobe.lst -- Listing of the ID numbers from the 750 most
common Adobe fonts found on the Amiga and PC. Postsplit version 1.05,
includes source. Author: Ian Parker

PrintFiles_v1.4

A freely redistributable print utility to replace the standard
workbench Printfiles command. Supports Arexx, application icon, and
setting up a print list with unlimited number of entries. Requires OS
2.04. version 1.4 include new features and bugs fix. Binary only.
Author: Karlheinz Klingbeil

PrintGuide_v1.0
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Very simply this program takes a file in AmigaGuide format and filters
out all the AmigaGuide commands. The commands are not completely
ignored. Binary only. Author: John J. Bolton

PrintWin

This program allows you to print to any preferences printer the active
window at the stroke of a key. Binary only. Author: Shachar Shemesh

SltChr_v1.0

Allows users of ASDG’s CygnusEd Professional to select a character via
point-n-click rather than having to remember (or lookup) the ascii
keycode for it. Useful for entering international, special, or
infrequently used characters. Version 1.0, includes source in C.
Requires AmigaDos 2.0. Author: Njaal Fisketjoen

TextPort_v1.0

Four text porting utilities: StripCR -- strips the CR character from
the end-of-line codes of MSDOS text files, for AmigaDOS or unix
compatibility. AddCR -- converts AmigaDOS text files to MSDOS, but
doesn’t touch EOL codes that are already compatible. StripHR -- strips
out hard returns from a text file, leaving paragraph formatting intact.
Useful for wordprocessors. Reformat -- re-wraps a text file to a
different line length. Version 1.0, PD, includes source. Author:
Alex Matulich, Unicorn Research Corporation

Textra_v1.14

Textra 1.14 is the User-Friendly Text Editor for the Amiga.
Easy-to-use and full of features... background printing and ARexx
script operation, UNDO, multiple windows in different fonts,
convienient ’mouse-drag-select’ paradigm, and the list goes on.
Version 1.14 include new features and bugs fix. Binary only. Author:
Mike Haas

Unpack disk A

Unpack disk B

CAM #810a,b,c,d,e,f&g Utilités domestiques

CassLabel_v1.1

CassLabel is a MUI based program for editing cassette covers. The GUI
is fully font sensitive and the resizesible, because of MUI :-). It
always features a LaTeX and ASCII output. It makes your life easier
(especially if your are a music freak). (MUI library included).
Binary only, Author: Dirk Nehring

MDB_v2.6

Large moviedatabase with MUI-GUI. With this database, you have direct
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access to about 30,000 movies and thousands of actors and actresses
with their role names; directors, writers, composers, directors of
photography and alsseveral hundreds of summaries, trivia-information on
movies and movie ratings. Originally the Software was written for
Unix-Machines, but as I wanted thave the database on my Amiga, I ported
the C-Code and added several improvements to the code. A fully
featured graphical user interface makes the program easy-to-use. If
you want tuse _all_ features of the movie database (mdb), you need
thave at least 15 MB free diskspace and about 2 MB Ram. A fast
processor and harddiskdrive is recommended. Include c source, Author:
Col Needham, Ported by Andre Bernhardt

VideoMaxe_v4.20

VideoMaxe is THE Video Organizer for the Amiga. It satifies all needs
of the private video user, its multiple functions are numberless (did I
forget to say that it is the best program ever written?). Version 4.20
include new features and bugs fix. Binary only, Author: Stephan
Sürken

Unpack disk A

Unpack disk B
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Unpack disk D

Unpack disk E

Unpack disk F

Unpack disk G

CAM #815a&b Utilités Domestiques

ADInlay_v1.06

Cassette Inlay card maker. OS 2.0+, Binary only. Author: Andrew
Dowds

ADocII_v3.05

ADoc est un utilitaire permettant de gérer des documentations sur
n’importe quel sujet. Il est capable de lancer automatiquement la
recherche d’un mot désigné à la souris, et peut travailler sur
plusieurs fichiers à la fois. ADoc peut également utiliser directement
les fichiers AutoDoc et AmigaGuide, ainsi que des fichiers compactés à
l’aide de l’utilitaire "PowerPacker". Incluant version et
documentation: Français & English. Version 3.05 contenant nouveautés.
Binaire seulement, Auteur: Denis Gounelle

AFile_v1.40

AFile est un gestionnaire de fichiers, qui permet de définir la
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structure des enregistrements et d’accéder aux données au moyen d’une
interface Intuition. Il dispose des fonctions classiques d’impression,
de tri, d’import/export. Vous pouvez de plus définir des masques de
saisie, et accèder aux données via des programmes AREXX. Doc:
Français seulement. Binaire seulement, Auteur: Denis Gounelle

Annotate_v2.0

A text editor written for ADos 2.0 and up. Takes advantage of Public
screens and the system default font. Features include folding,
shifting, full clipboard support, macros, scroll bar, editor buffering,
printing, text locking, tools menu, and a full Arexx Port. Fixes a bug
with AmigaDos 3.0 and the file requester. Version 2.0, an update to
version 1.8. Binary only. Author: Doug Bakewell

Assistant_v1.00

Assistant keeps track of your appointments, todolists and your
addresses. It also has an option to convert between different unit
systems. (f.i. Degrees Celcius to Fahrenheit or Kilogram to Ounces).
Binary only. Author: Ronald van Eijck

BbaseIII_v1.4

An easy to use, versatile, yet full featured database program that will
run on any Amiga. Search or sort on any field, print mailing labels,
(un)delete records, mail merge, get reports in many formats, scramble
files, flag records, and more. Fields are user-configurable, so bBase
can be used to keep track of addresses, tape or video collections,
recipe files, or anything else you can think of - one program does it
all! bBaseIII is a greatly enhanced successor to bBaseII. This is
version 1.4, an update to V1.1. Shareware limitation: Load databases
of less than 600 records and Save databases of less than 30 records.
Binary only. Author: Robert Bromley

CassLabel_v1.2

CassLabel is a MUI based program for editing cassette covers. The GUI
is fully font sensitive and the resizesible, because of MUI :-). It
always features a LaTeX and ASCII output. It makes your life easier
(especially if your are a music freak). (MUI library included).
Version 1.2 include new features. Binary only, Author: Dirk Nehring

CarCosts_v3.0

The program calculates the total costs of your car. You have to insert
the load of fuels and other support costs (in two different lists).
The result are: fuel costs, supports costs and total costs (total
costs and costs per km, mile or whatever you choose). Include MUI
library. Binary only. Author: Rüdiger Dreier

Columns_v2.6

A GUI-based "paper-saving" utility. Allows you to print text in
columns and use various compression modes (up to 160 characters per
line and 180 lines per standard DIN A4 page). 5.6 times more
characters than in usual modes, but still readable. Written completely
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in assembly. Kickstart 2.0 and 3.0 compatible, Kickstart 2.0 look,
Keyboard controls and saveable settings. Version 2.6 include new
feature and bug fix, binary only. Author: Martin Mares, Tomas Zikmund

Man_v2.5

A UNIX like program to view help-texts (now with a commodity), Doc:
Deutch, English, Binary only. Author: Markus Hillenbrand

MiserPrint_v1.01

MiserPrint is a print utility that puts up to 8 normal pages of text on
one sheet of paper. You are able to save paper and time. MiserPrint
uses the small built-in fonts (Courier and Letter Gothic) of the
HP-Deskjet printers. Version 1.01, requires Kickstart 2.04 or higher,
binary only. Author: Heinz-Guenter Boettger

MuchMore_v3.6

MuchMore is another program like More, Less etc. that prints
ASCII-Files to the screen. Unlike these, it opens its own screen to
show the text and to scroll it softly! But not only softly, MuchMore
is also able to scroll very quickly if you want it to! Furthermore,
there are commands to search for strings and to print the text.
MuchMore will run on any Amiga, whether it’s a PAL, NTSC, overscan or
any Amiga in future. Because MuchMore’s screen has no border, there
are 80 characters displayed per line. Version 3.6 include new
features. Doc: Deutch, English. Include Modula source, Author:
Fridtjof Siebert

PRead_v1.0

PRead is an effort to create a small, efficient text viewer with
several useful features you’ll not find in any other single package.
The main features of PRead are as follows: Support for ANSI-standard
text modes. Optional support of PowerPacked files (encryption
also).~Bi-directional searching. Multiple bookmarks. "Iconify"
option. File requester. Variable tab sizes. Optional configuration
file. Most features accessible by both mouse and keyboard. Developed
and standardized for 2.0x OS. Works with 680x0 processor family.
Redirection of document to file, printer, editor, or another program.
Binary only. Author: Richard Rockhold

QuickFile_v1.3.3

A flexible, fast and easy to use flat file database using random access
with intelligent buffering to minimize disk access, multiple indices
for fast access to records, form and list style screens and reports,
and fast sorting and searching. Files are quickly and easily defined,
and fields can be added, changed or deleted at any time. Now supports
up to 255 fields per record, date data types and ASCII file import and
export. Version 1.3.3, an update to version 1.2. Binary only,
shareware. Author: Alan Wigginton

Recall_v2.0

A reminder program with lot of features, include C source, Version 1.7
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include new features and bugs fix. Author: Ketil Hunn

Rego_v1.01

Registration Manager. A style of AddressBook/Database that allows you
to keep track of multiple registrations. Useful for Shareware authors,
for example. Also allows an optional comment. Version 1.01,
shareware, binary only. Source available from the author. Author:
Paul Mclachlan

ShareManager_v2.3

Share-Manager is a personal share portfolio manager. If you have
trouble keeping track of your shares, then this is for you. It is not
however for very large portfolios with huge amounts of money involved.
$10,000,000 is the limit for this little package. Binary only.
Author: Ben Muller

StickIt_v1.03

StickIt is a computer replacement for the ol’ Post-It note. It allows
you to stick notes onto your screen which will be displayed every time
you re-boot; useful to remind you of things to do. Version 1.03 fix a
bug for less than OS2.04 users. Include C source, Author: Andy Dean

Text2Guide_v2.00

Text2Guide converts plain ASCII text into AmigaGuide (c) format.
Sticking to some simple organisation of the text file one can simply
realize a well structured guide file while still having a well readable
text file at hand. Binary only. Author: Stephan Sürken

Vidtape_v1.40

This is Vidtape version 1.40 created to keep track of your growing
collection of video tapes. You can store title, star, co-star,
director, category, tape # (using a numbering system of your own
design), length, year, and suround. Sort, search, print. Now freely
distributable shareware with no disabled features! Binary only.
Author: Jonathan Schmidt

VirtPrinters_v2.0

Two new printer drivers. One outputs to a screen, the other outputs to
IFF pictures. Requires 2.0. Binary only. Author: Garrick Meeker

$\times$More_v1.1

xMore is another replacement for more with the following features :
xMore is very small, xMore is FAST, xMore can read XPK-packed
textfiles, xMore can read PowerPacked textfiles, xMore can read
HEX-files and can toggle between HEX and ASCII modes, xMore requires
atleast 2.04. Binary only, Author: Jorma Oksanen

Unpack disk A

Unpack disk B
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CAM #836 Domestique

Recall_v2.1

A reminder program with lot of features, include C source, Version 2.1
include new features and bugs fix. MUI library included. Author:
Ketil Hunn

ScionGenealogist_v3.06

This is a specialised database for keeping track of genealogical
information. It features a full, easy to use, Intuition interface with
key short-cuts for most gadgets. Up to 1000 people per database, with
databases held in RAM for maximum speed and responsiveness. Can be
used with PAL or NTSC. AmigaDOS 2.04 (or later) required. 1 Meg RAM
recommended. Version 3.06, binary only. Update to v3.04 of ArJay
Genealogist. Many new options (including basic LDS compatibility) Some
bug fixes - now works correctly with European keyboards. Author:
Robbie J Akins

Stocks_v3.02a

The Stocks Program. This program provides powerful technical analysis
using numerous studies including Candlesticks, traditional bar charts,
3 moving averages, MACD, Stochastics, Gann, TrendLines, %R, Average
Volume and more. It generates buy/sell signals based on customizable
trading rules and graphs daily, weekly, and monthly charts using a
simple ASCII data file format compatable with CompuServe historical
data. Displays on Workbench or Custom Public Screen. Includes on-line
AmigaGuide help text. Requires 2.0+ Binary only, Author: Bug Free
Development

Vidisc_v1.40

This is the greatest laser disc database program ever written! This is
Vidisc version 1.40 created to keep track of your growing collection of
laser discs. You can store title, star, co-star, director, music,
category, year, color/bw, letterbox, and much more! Sort, search,
print! Now freely distributable shareware with no disabled features.
Binary only, Author: JDSoftware

xMore_v1.2

Small file reader with XPK support, Binary only, Author: Jorma Oksanen

Unpack
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Almanac_v1.00

This program will calculate sunrise/sunset for any point in the United
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States and Canada, and dawn/dusk for any point in the U.S. below 48
degrees N Latitude. Output is a 2-page report listing the times for an
entire year. You must have a copy of "The Old Farmer’s Almanac" to
find the correction codes for your location. Source file is included.
Author: Jim Schwartz

InvestmentMonitor_v1.0

This program was written out of a need to be able to quickly find out
how my investments were doing without starting up a spread sheet etc.
Further more I wanted to be able to run the same utility on the Unix
boxes at work. Thus I created the ‘Investment Monitor’. This program
lends itself to tracking stocks and mutual funds. It does not do
interest calculations. Features: Calculate investments and uptodate
fund values, gains, unit holdings etc. Input through simple to
maintain ASCII data files. Display graphs in multiple windows. (Amiga
WB2.04 or X11 only). Command language allows for custom scripts and
setups. Supports dynamic variables with VAR command. Include C
source, Author: Alexander Pfaffe

PayAdvice_v3.00

Easy-to-use pay analysis program which is easily configured to deal
with the way deductions are made from your salary. Useful for
investigating just how large a slice of your hard earned cash ends up
in the hands of the tax man, or to make sure that your employer isn’t
deducting more from your wages than he should. Version 3.00, binary
only, This shareware version has the "Arrange into date order" function
been disabled, but this program also contains a number of highly
irritating shareware reminders that keep popping up with excruciating
regularity.... Authors: Richard Smedley, Andy Eskelson, Robert Hart

TheHomeAccountant_v1.2

This program is designed to help you manage a set of separate home
accounts called a transaction base. That is, it will allow you to
maintain an account database, budget account expenditures, and obtain a
basic balance for an account or a transaction base. Include AMOS
source, Author: Vincent E. Platt

VideoMaxe_v4.30

VideoMaxe is The Video Organizer for the Amiga. It satifies all needs
of the private video user, its multiple functions are numberless (did I
forget to say that it is the best program ever written?). Version 4.30
Major update from 04.20. Many bugs and odds removed, various new
features, introducing dynamic strings, comfortable statistics. Binary
only, Author: Stephan Surken

Unpack
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A-Kwic_v2.00
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The A-Kwic Indexing System provides tools for performing rapid keyword
searches of user data. Applications for A-Kwic would include:
Indexing contents of CD-ROMs. Indexing the contents of software
archives, such as ’aminet’. Indexing any collection text, such as
audio or video collections. Allowing keyword searches of customer
records, or other business related data. As part of a "customer
support" toolset, allowing keyword searches of "Bug Reports" or "Fix
Databases". The A-Kwic system has two components, the database loader,
and the database searcher. The database loader, LoadDB, reads user
created input records, and scans these records for keywords. It then
builds the database files for use by the database searcher. The input
records, which LoadDB reads, contains information such as a record’s
title, lines that will be keyworded, lines that will appear in the
record, but will not be keyworded, and line to specify additional
keywords, that do not appear in the record. Sample programs are
provided, written in ARexx or C, that create LoadDB input files from
both Fish & Aminet CD-ROM content. Binary only, Author: David W.
Lowrey

ASC_v6.21

Source and executable for Simon J. Reybould’s port of sc, the public
domain Unix [tm] spreadsheet. Sc is a very useful tool, with quite a
few nice features. It isn’t very Amigafied; there are no menus.
Version 6.21 include new features and bugs fix.

DB_v1.0

Db is a small and fast database program with ability to keep record on
addresses and telephone numbers of friends and companies. Currently in
this FreeWare release, db is fixed to be just an address and telephone
database, but this will change in REG version. Binary only, Author:
David Ekholm

Recall_v2.2

A reminder program with lot of features, include C source, Version 2.2
include new features and bugs fix. MUI library not included. Author:
Ketil Hunn

Unpack
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AmigaDiary_v1.13

AmigaDiary is a handy workbench tool of the type that currently abound
office PC’s. It is a mouse driven diary capable of storing all
personal events and is the perfect solution to all those forgotten
birthdays, missed appointments etc. Version 1.13, binary only.
Author: Andrew K. Pearson

CarCosts_v3.03

The program calculates the total costs of your car. You have to insert
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the load of fuels and other support costs (in two different lists).
The result are: fuel costs, supports costs and total costs (total
costs and costs per km, mile or whatever you choose). MUI library not
included. Version 3.03, include new features and bugs fix, Binary
only. Author: Rüdiger Dreier

DDBase_v3.0

A simple database program. Features: Up to 1500 records, up to 20
fields/record; Draw up to 10 Bevel/FlipBoxes, Box, Circles;
Import/Export data as ASCII or Superbase; Uses external fields
{ASCII/IFF}. Installation utility provided. Binary only. Author:
Peter Hughes

FHSpread_v2.01

A Spreadsheet program that uses its own custom screen. Can be switched
between hires, laced and PAL, NTSC. Should work on any amiga with at
least 1MB. Version 2.01, include new features and bugs fix, Binary
only. Author: Frank Hartog

QuickFile_v2.02.02

QuickFile is a flexible, easy to use flat file database. Files can be
larger than available ram, but as much of the file as possible is kept
in ram for fast access. Features include: multiple indexes that are
automatically maintained; character, date, integer and floating point
data types; up to 250 characters per field and 250 fields per record;
form and list style displays and reports; unlimited number of views for
each file; fast sorting with multiple sort keys; improved search
function; fields can be added, changed, or deleted at any time;
flexible ascii export/import; flexible multi-column label printing.
Runs on WB1.3 or later and should be OK with 512K ram. Binary only.
Author: Alan Wigginton

Scheduler1.01a

Scheduler is an easy to use Address book, Calendar reminder utility,
and personal organizer. *Scheduler will not only keep track of your
clients and friends, but it will also tell you when they call! It
allows you to keep track of addresses, phone numbers, personal notes,
for every record. You can also have several Phonebooks in a file, so
you can have your own address book while your business partner, or
friend can have his / her own. Shareware, Binary only. Author: Ben
Owen

Statistics_v1.3

A little program that calculates a couple of statistical informations
of an ascii text. I’ve updated it a bit (appwindow, newlook menus,
etc). Binary only. Author: Nico Max

Videobase_v1.0

VideoBase is a database program specifically designed for keeping track
of all your video cassettes. VideoBase can sort two different ways and
print any or all the information you want to generate easy to
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understand lists. Once you have your video library in a VideoBase
file, you will be able to locate something in seconds instead of
minutes. Binary only. Author: Vic Freed

Unpack
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Amortize_v1.16

Figure out loan/mortgage payments. This program was written to run on
all Amigas. It can print to the printer, or save to a dos file.
Binary only, Author: Michael Shawn Mantel

CarCosts_v3.04

The program calculates the total costs of your car. You have to insert
the load of fuels and other support costs (in two different lists).
The result are: fuel costs, supports costs and total costs (total
costs and costs per km, mile or whatever you choose). MUI library not
included. Version 3.04, include new features and bugs fix, Binary
only. Author: Rüdiger Dreier

CompteBancaire_v4.15a

Programme de gestion pour 3 comptes bancaires personnels et familiaux.
Ecrit avec AMOS 1.36, compilé avec COMPIPLER 1.35.
Compte_Bancaire_v4.15 tourne sur tout les AMIGA du 500 au 4000 avec
1Meg mini. Version démo bridée à 50 opérations. Binaire seulement,
Auteur: Claude Madrieres

Intra_v2.14

Intra is a rather simple, but therefore easy-to-use database program
that was especially designed to deal with invoice information.
Everybody, as we like it or not, gets invoices now and then. For
people who want to know how their money "flows" (in the "outdoor
direction"!), Intra can be a very useful application for their Amiga.
ARexx-support, Kick 2.04 required. Documentation and installation
script included. Binary only, Author: Bart Vanhaeren

LoanCalc_v2.0

Keyboard and mouse driven mortgage utility. Although similar programs
exist, this one is unique in that it is designed to track ’Open’
mortgages that allow any size payment to be made at any time, as well
as providing a printed amortization table for fixed mortgages with
monthly, semi-monthly, bi-weekly and weekly payment schedules. This is
version 2.0, include new features and bugs fix, Binary only. Author:
Robert Bromley

Scheduler_v1.20

Scheduler is an easy to use Address book, Calendar reminder utility,
and personal organizer. *Scheduler will not only keep track of your
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clients and friends, but it will also tell you when they call! It
allows you to keep track of addresses, phone numbers, personal notes,
for every record. You can also have several Phonebooks in a file, so
you can have your own address book while your business partner, or
friend can have his / her own. Shareware, This is version 1.20,
include new features and bugs fix, Binary only. Author: Ben Owen

Stocks_v3.04a

The Stocks Program. This program provides powerful technical analysis
using numerous studies including Candlesticks, traditional bar charts,
3 moving averages, MACD, Stochastics, Gann, TrendLines, %R, Average
Volume and more. It generates buy/sell signals based on customizable
trading rules and graphs daily, weekly, and monthly charts using a
simple ASCII data file format compatable with CompuServe historical
data. Displays on Workbench or Custom Public Screen. Includes on-line
AmigaGuide help text. Requires 2.0+ This is version 3.04a, include new
features and bugs fix, Binary only, Author: Bug Free Development

Unpack
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AddressBook_v1.4

Workbench Address Book for 2.04+. This program was designed to be used
on a hard-drive system where access would be almost instant and there
for the program can be of the most use. Binary only. Author: Jason
Robbins

BbaseIII_v1.43

An easy to use, versatile, yet full featured database program that will
run on any Amiga. Search or sort on any field, print mailing labels,
(un)delete records, mail merge, get reports in many formats, scramble
files, flag records, and more. Fields are user-configurable, so bBase
can be used to keep track of addresses, tape or video collections,
recipe files, or anything else you can think of - one program does it
all! bBaseIII is a greatly enhanced successor to bBaseII. This is
version 1.43 an update to V1.4. Shareware limitation: Load databases
of less than 600 records and Save databases of less than 30 records.
Binary only. Author: Robert Bromley

CassLabel_v2.1

CassLabel is a MUI based program for editing cassette covers. The GUI
is fully font sensitive and the resizesible, because of MUI :-). It
always features a LaTeX and ASCII output. It makes your life easier
(especially if your are a music freak). (MUI library not included).
Version 2.1 include new features. Binary only, Author: Dirk Nehring

Hamlet

This is a simple ed arexx script which divides properly formatted text
files into Scenes and Acts and builds a Table of Contents for them in
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AmigaGuide format. Author: Stephen (srn@cs.su.oz.au)

MCMaster_v1.28

MCMaster is another tool to print cass-covers. MCMaster comes with a
nice gui, supports a preview of what should be printed and allows to
list and search songs/interprets/albums. Should work with all printers
which support 15 cpi. Binary only. Author: Michael Watzl

PhoneDir_v2.0

Personal Phonedirectory is a database for addresses and phone numbers.
It can also dial the numbers automatically. Its window can be hidden,
and shown again by selecting from the Workbench Tools menu. Binary
only. Author: Hallvard Korsgaard

Recall_v2.3

A reminder program with lot of features, include C source, Version 2.3
include new features and bugs fix. MUI library not included. Author:
Ketil Hunn

RecipeBoxSW_v2.2

Vic’s Recipe Box is a graphic data base program that is specifically
designed for cataloging and printing recipe cards. This program can
have 52 different categories to store recipes in. Each category can
hold 52 recipes. There are 5 graphic windows that you will use to
find, display, print, and edit your recipe. Binary only. Author: Vic
Freed

Rolodex_v1.1

Rolodex is a simple database program based on the Rolodex card files.
It records names, addresses, phone numbers, and the like. Features:
Auto-sorting. Entries are sorted on-the-fly. Simple data format. The
data are stored in ASCII and can be edited with any text editor.
Efficient data storage. All memory is dynamically allocated and
freed.~Clean, portable code. All code is 100% ANSI C. Contains
excellent linked list examples. Author: George Leonidas Coulouris

Unpack
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MiserPrint_v1.11

MiserPrint is a print utility that puts up to 8 normal pages of text on
one sheet of paper. You are able to save paper and time. MiserPrint
uses the small built-in fonts (Courier and Letter Gothic) of the
HP-Deskjet printers. Version 1.11, include new features and bugs fix.
Requires Kickstart 2.04 or higher, binary only. Author: Heinz-Guenter
Boettger

Recode_v3.3
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‘recode’ converts files between character sets and usages. When exact
transliterations are not possible, it may get rid of the offending
characters or fall back on approximations. It recognizes or produces a
little more than a dozen of character sets and can convert each charset
to almost any other one. ‘recode’ pays special attention to
superimposition of diacritics, particularily for French. Binary only,
Author: Free Software Foundation, Inc.

TKEd_v1.17a

TKEd is a very comfortable Intuition-based ASCII editor with an english
and german user-interface. It can read texts packed with PowerPacker,
has user-definable menus, a comfortable AREXX interface with 116
commands, an interface to some errortools for programmers, macros,
undo, wordwrap, supports foldings, has an online help mode, and many
other features. TKEd is reentrant and can be made resident. It’s
Kickstart 1.3/2.04 compatible, supports the new ECS-screenmodes, an
application window and checks itself for linkviruses. Version 1.17a,
an update to version 1.11. Evaluation version, with editing limited to
files 9999 lines and less. Binary only, shareware. Author: Tom
Kroener
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FileReader_v1.1

FileReader is a program that utilizes the Amiga speach capabilities and
utilizes a user defined configuration file that contains the phonems of
mispronounced words. This means you can finally understand the
computer. Binary only, Author: Ronn Black

MultiPrint_v2.03

MultiPrint is a program for printing text files to both sides of a
page, in multiple columns, and very small, or very large, high quality
fonts. version 2.03 include new features and bugs fix. Source in
M2Sprint Modula2 available from author, Author: John Matthews

StarTeckGenies_v1.0

Seven must have genies for anyone with Professional Draw. These genies
will increase your productivity, create new objects and facilitate
special effects. The genies are PieCharts, Stars, Emboss/Engrave,
ScalePercent, ZoomWindow, SelectByAttribute and GridSet. Well
documented and includes installation script. Also includes a keyboard
template, sample clip art and DTP tips and tricks. Requires
"Professional Draw 3.0" or higher. Shareware, Source included.
Author: Graham Beard

Vim_v2.0

Vi IMitation. A clone of the UNIX text editor "vi". Very useful for
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editing programs and other plain ASCII text. Based on Stevie (disk
256) with many enhancements such as multilevel undo, command line
history, improved command line editing, full vi compatibility (except Q
and zn commands), command typeahead display, command to display yank
buffers, unlimited line length, ability to edit binary files, file name
stack, support for Manx QuickFix, shows current file name in window
title, etc. Internal storage structures have been redesigned for
optimal speed and memory usage. Version 2.0 include new features and
bugs fix, includes source. Author: Bram Moolenaar, et. al.
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DFA_v2.0

‘DFA’ is *not* just another address programm. You can look up the
addresses quite fast; support for email addresses is given as well. Of
coursethere are already some similar pieces of software which do nearly
the same - well *nearly*! Arexx, OS2.0+. Version 2.0 include new
features and bugs fix, binary only. Author: Dirk Federlein

SuperLeague_v3.40

Maintains leagues with up to 26 teams on either a 2pts/3pts for a win
basis. Also stores the results of a user-selected team, and calculates
current form, displays a graph of the changes in league positions etc.
etc. Also supports Cup results storage. Suitable for All major
european leagues. Mouse driven - no typing required. Binary only.
Author: Ed Burcher
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ISAM_v1.03

A Server/Library. Even novice programmers can store/retrieve database
records. Powerful, multi-"user", almost unlimited number/size of
records/files. Different users may access same file, file/record
locking (exclusive/shared), multiple keys/file. Keys may:
ascend/descend, overlap each other, have unique/repeatable values, be
up to 499 bytes. Many record retrieval methods. Recover Index file if
lost/corrupt. Deleted record space reclaimed. Small: server < 49K;
Resident Library < 8K. AmigaDOS V1.2 and up, shareware, binary only.
Version 1.03 include new features and bugs fix, Author: Scott C.
Jacobs

lp_v2.0

LP was written to prepare one or more files for the output on a
printer. It should be used from within the command line of a CLI/Shell
and offers a large variety of options. Include C source, Author:
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Tobias Ferber

PVC_v1.0e

This is a demo version of a SHAREWARE video cataloguing system.
Contains many features including advert time removal, video ownership,
full film and video details, and not least a nice interface. Videobase
may also be altered using text editor. Binary only. Author: Tony
Bullock

Videomaxe_v4.33

VideoMaxe is The Video Organizer for the Amiga. It satifies all needs
of the private video user, its multiple functions are numberless (did I
forget to say that it is the best program ever written?). Version 4.33
include new features and bugs fix, Binary only, Author: Stephan Surken
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DFA_v2.1

‘DFA’ is *not* just another address programm. You can look up the
addresses quite fast; support for email addresses is given as well. Of
course there are already some similar pieces of software which do
nearly the same - well *nearly*! Arexx, OS2.0+. Version 2.1 include
new features and bugs fix, binary only. Author: Dirk Federlein

MiserPrint_v1.12

MiserPrint is a print utility that puts up to 8 normal pages of text on
one sheet of paper. You are able to save paper and time. MiserPrint
uses the smal built-in fonts (Courier and Letter Gothic) of the
HP-Deskjet printers. Versio 1.12, include new features and bugs fix.
Requires Kickstart 2.04 or higher, binary only. Author: Heinz-Guenter
Boettger
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DB_v2.2b

Db is a small and fast database program with ability to keep record on
addresses and telephone numbers of friends and companies. Version 2.2b
include new features and bugs fix. Binary only, Author: David Ekholm

HomeBudget_v2.0a

This is v2.0a of HomeBudget. Allows you to track checking, savings,
and misc accounts along with a budgeting system. Will print and
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display reports and charts. Simple and easy to use with full intuition
interface. Now includes "automated entries" that can be set up to
enter themselves on certain dates. Full documentation is included.
Freeware! Version 2.0a include new features and bugs fix. Binary
only, Author: Mike Huttinger

TEC_v1.0

TEC is a simple tool designed to simplify many text conversion tasks.
It acts as a one-input and one-output state machine with one internal
string register, therefore it would be better to use some other
programs (awk) for field-oriented conversion. Binary only, Author:
Martin Mares

Videomaxe_v4.42

VideoMaxe is The Video Organizer for the Amiga. It satifies all needs
of the private video user, its multiple functions are numberless (did I
forget to say that it is the best program ever written?). Version 4.42
include new features and bugs fix, Binary only, Author: Stephan Surken
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